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LIVE PLANIS AND FLORICULTURAL PRODUCTS  CCN code 0603) COMMISSION COty{MUNICATION TO THE COUNCIL 
EURQPEAN UNION STRATEGY FOR TRADE IN 
LIVE PLANTS AND FLORICULTURAL PRODUCTS (CN code 0603) 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The  common  organization  of the  market  in  live  plants  and  floricultural  products  is 
confined to setting quality standards and providing very incomplete protection in relation 
to imports from  non-member countries (except as part of possible safeguard measures). 
The sector is one where trade with non-member countries is important in terms of  exports 
and imports, both of which are rising although at different rates (see Annexes 1 and 2). 
Exports from the Community of all  products covered by CN code 06 have climbed from 
214 000 t in 1988 to 242 000 t in  1995 while imports over the same period are up from 
137 000 t to 251  000 t.  The result in  1995  is,  for the first time ever,  a negative export 
balance(- 8 300 t).  In value terms, however, the balance is still positive (ECU 107 000). 
Cut flowers account for  almost 50% of imports (I  08  000 t),  a  trend  that has remained 
unchanged  over the last  ten  years.  Imports consist  mainly  of other flowers  (59.56%), 
followed  by roses  (15.53%) and  carnations (9.6%) with  chrysanthemums, gladioli  and 
orchids making up the remainder. 
As a result of agreements concluded with a large number of non-member countries, it has 
to be said that 80% of fresh cut flowers are imported into the Community free of customs 
duty. 
Israel,  which has always been  the Community's main supplier of cut flowers,  has now 
been overtaken by Kenya (accounting respectively for 25  196 t and 25  575 t or 23.27% 
and 23.62% of Community imports).  There is  every  indication that Kenya, along with 
other African countries such as Zimbabwe (the Community's fourth largest supplier), will 
go on exporting more and more flowers to the European Union since production in those 
counties is undertaken by large industrial firms employing inexpensive labour to produce 
'bulk  products',  i.e.  generic  products  requiring  no  specialist  know-how  (in  general 
carnations). In addition to that, weather conditions in those countries mean that production 
costs can be kept low. 
Imports from  Colombia stand  at a  maximum  of around 20 000 t a year,  making it  the 
Community's third largest supplier of  cut flowers- mainly carnations- (20 772 tin 1995). 
Four-fifths of imports arrive in the seven months between 1 November and 31  May when 
Community production is  to meet demand; the duty payable is  15%. ll. PREFERENTIAL ARRANGEMENTS CURRENTLY IN FORCE (CN code 0603) 
(see Annex 3) 
(a) Mediterranean countries 
Of  the Mediterranean countries that have concluded agreements with the European Union, 
four, namely Israel, Morocco, Cyprus and Jordan, have been benefiting from concessions 
in  respect  of plants  and  flowers  since  1987,  i.e.  since  Spain  and  Portugal  became 
members of the Community.  In  order not to  upset unduly  the traditional  trade flows 
which those countries had  with  the Community,  provision  was  made for  the gradual 
dismantling of customs duties in the context of quotas for imports of fresh cut flowers, 
subject in  the case of roses and carnations to  observance of certain price levels which 
may not be less than 85% of the Community producer price. 
With the introduction of the revised Mediterranean Policy in  1992 the dismantling of the 
remaining tariff was to be speeded up in  two  50% stages,  which resulted in a rate of 
duty of 0%  on  plants and  flowers from  the four  countries in  question from  1 January 
1993, and the quotas were to be increased annually up to the end of 1995 by 3% in the 
case of Israel,  Morocco and Jordan and 5% in  the case of Cyprus. 
Israel and Morocco are the only significant trading partners among these four countries, 
with exports of fresh cut flowers to the Union in  1995 amounting to 25  196  t and 2 869 t 
respectively. 
The conclusion of new agreements with Israel, Tunisia and Morocco resulted in, among 
other things, distinctly larger tariff quotas for those countries. 
In the case of Israel, an additional 5 000 t quota for 'exotic' flowers, together with 
an import period (1  November to 15 April), was added to the quota applicable for 
the period 1 January to 31  December 1996 (19 500 t), bringing the total for fresh 
cut flowers to 24  500 t.  This quantity will  b~ maintained in future years. On top 
of that a further 100 t of dried flowers
1 was granted. The 19  500 t quota had all 
been used up by 31  May  1996. Of the additional quota, barely 42 t has been used. 
Reciprocal concessions were obtained for the Union, namely a 0% rate of customs duty 
for the whole of the plant and flower sector together with a 1 000 t reference quantity for 
fresh cut flowers and reciprocal  plant protection measures given practical expression in 
a joint declaration. 
In the case of Morocco, the Community quota of  336.5 t for fresh cut flowers was 
increased to 2 000 t for the period 1995/96, to 2 400 t for 1996/97, to 2 600 t for 
1997/98  and  to  3 000 t for  1998/99 and  subsequent periods.  These new quotas 
encompass the bilateral French quota which existed for fresh cut flowers and dried 
Council Decision of 22  December 1995 on the conclusion by the European Community of an 
Interim Agreement on trade and trade-related matters between the European Community and the 
European Coal and Steel Community, of the one part and the State of Israel of the other part (OJ 
No L 71, 20 March 1996,  p.  1). flowers with the exception of large-flowered roses (500 t)  and the special  quota 
for  large-flowered  roses  (663.5  t).  During  each  of these  periods the quota  is 
divided in two: 
- a fixed part of 336.5 t representing the former Community quota open from  1 
November to 31  October for all  products falling within CN code 0603  10.  This 
was entirely used up on 16 January  1996; 
-a variable part set at  1 663.5 t for  1995/96, 2 063.5 t for  1996/97, 2 263  t for 
1997/98  and  2 663.5  t  for  1998/99  and  subsequent  periods  together  with  a 
timetable starting on  15  October and  ending on  14  May for roses,  gladioli  and 
chrysanthemums, and ending on 31  May for carnations. These quantities may be 
drawn down only when the 336.5 t quota has been used up.  This quota was not 
used.  At the end of 1995/96 there remained 545  t. 
An additional 'exotic flowers' quota comprising other flowers (CN codes 060310 29 and 
060310 69) was opened, amounting to  1 600 t for  1995/96 (15  October to  14 May),  1 
700 t for 1996/97,  1 900 t for 1997/98 and 2 000 t for  1998/99 and subsequent periods. 
Only 3 t from this quota was used in  1995/96. 
To recapitulate, the total  quotas for Morocco are: 
- 3 600 t for  1995/96 
- 4  100 t for  1996/97 
- 4 500 t for  1997/98 
- 5 000 t for 1998/99 and subsequent periods
2
. 
- The reciprocal concessions granted by Morocco do not concern products falling within 
CN code 0603  but rather those covered by  CN code 060 1 and  certain  CN code 0602 
products, the maximum customs duties and  preferential  tariff quotas having been set for 
these products as follows: 35% duty and a 200 t quota for CN code 0601, 2.5% duty and 
a  250 t  quota  for  CN code  0602 20  and  3 5%  duty  and  a  600 t  quota  for  CN  code 
0602 99. 
-The quotas for fresh cut flowers set for Jordan and Cyprus are 56  t and 75  t respectively 
for the period  1 November 1996  to  31  October 199i. To date  the quotas granted for 
earlier years have not been used. 
2 
3 
Proposal  for a  Council and  Commission Decision on the  conclusion of a Euro-Mediterranean 
Agreement establishing an association between the European Communities and their Member 
States of the one part, and the Kingdom of Morocco, of the other part (COM(95) 740 final) and 
Commission Regulation (EC) No 1099/96 of 19 June 1996 amending Council Regulation (EC) No 
1981/94 opening and  providing for the  administration of Community  tariff quotas  for certain 
products originating  in Algeria,  Cyprus,  Egypt,  Israel,  Jordan, Malta,  Morocco, the Occupied 
Territories, Tunisia and Turkey, and providing detailed rules for extending and adapting these tariff 
quotas (OJ No L  146, 20.6.1996, p.  8). 
Jordan: Decision 87/512/EEC of 28 September 1987, OJ No L 297, 21.10.1987, p.  18. 
Cyprus:  Decision 87/607/EEC of 21  December 1987, OJ No  L 393, 31.12.1987, p.  1. -The agreement with Jordan does not include any reciprocal concessions while that with 
Cyprus provides for reductions in  the rate of duty  on  imports of cut flowers from  the 
European Union, with no  quantitative restrictions (1996:  12.4% instead of 77%;  1997: 
6.5% instead of 64%; and from  1998 onwards:  0% instead of 64%). 
-From 1 January  1996 the West Bank and Gaza Strip was granted a  1 500 t quota for 
fresh  cut  flowers.  In  this  quota  the  minimum  price  conditions  apply  to  roses  and 
carnations. To date the quota, which expires on 31  December 1996,  has not been used. 
It is planned to renew the quota volume for 1997
4
• The quota, adopted autonomously by 
the  Community,  is  likely  to  be  given  contractual  effect  in  the  forthcoming  Euro-
Mediterranean Agreement with the Palestinian Authority which may also include certain 
reciprocal arrangements. 
- The agreement with Tunisia was signed in  early April  1995 and has still to be ratified 
by the Member States.  It grants a concession for cut flowers of 750 t.  No request was 
made for advance measures for flowers in  1996
5
.  A reciprocal concession is granted for 
products falling within CN code 0602 99 (reduced duty of 43% and a quota volume of 
200 t) but none for products falling within CN code 0603. 
- Under an agreement dating from  1986
6  Turkey qualifies for a 0% rate of duty for cut 
flowers and is not subject to any restrictions (as to timetable or volume) whatever. As the 
Community's sixth largest supplier of fresh cut flowers (3  368 t in  1995 compared with 
806  t  in  1988),  it  ranks  before  Morocco  therefore  which  occupies  eighth  place.  The 
present agreement grants no reciprocal  concessions. 
- The situation is the same for cut flowers from  Malta
7
.  In  1995  there were no imports 
into the Community whereas in  1990 the volume imported stood at 90 t.  Malta grants a 
reduced rate of duty of 35% (as against the rate under the GATT) for all  products falling 
within CN code 06 from the European Union. 
It is  the  responsibility  of the  Council  to  open  and  provide  for  the  administration  of 









Council Regulation (EC) No 539/96 of25 March 1996 amending Regulations (EEC) No 1134/91, 
(EEC)  No  4088/87 and (EC)  No  1981/94 with regard to  the  tariff arrangements applicable to 
imports into the Community of products originating in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip (OJ No 
L 79, 29.3.1996, p.  6). 
Doc. COM(95) 235 final of 31  May  1995. 
Council Regulation (EEC)  No  4115/96 of  22.12.1986 (OJ No  L 380,31.12.1986, p.  16). 
Council Decision 89/208/EC (OJ No L 81,  23.3.1989, p.  1). 
Council Regulation (EC) No 1981/94 opening and providing for the administration of  Community 
tariff quotas for certain products originating in  Algeria, Cyprus, Egypt,  Israel, Jordan, Malta, 
Morocco, the Occupied Territories, Tunisia and Turkey, and providing detailed rules for extending 
and adapting these tariff quotas (OJ No L 199, 2.8.1994, p.  1), as last amended by Commission 
Regulation (EC) No  1099/96 (OJ No  L  146. 20.6.1996, p.  8). Kenya is currently the European Union's largest supplier of  cut flowers (25  575 tin 1995) 
with Zimbabwe occupying fourth  place.  As  ACP countries both these countries qualify 
for exemption from customs duties. Concessions granted to the ACP countries under the 
Lome IV Convention are fixed up to the year 2000
9
• The ACP countries qualify also for 
the scheme of generalized tariff preferences (SGP). The SGP for agricultural products, 
which applies from  1 January  1997,  gives the  same  level  of preference as  the Lome 
Convention to the less advanced developing countries, 39 of which are members of the 
Lome Convention. With exceptionally low production costs, these countries are exploiting 
this opportunity and exporting increasing quantities of flowers to the Community. 
(c) SGP countries 
The new SGP which is to apply until 30 June 1999
10  provides for the reintroduction of 
full  customs duties where the quantities put into free circulation with preferential benefit 
exceed  the  volume  of imports  from  one  of those  countries  into  the  Community 
corresponding to the figure half-way between the highest and the average quantity for the 
last four years for which statistics are available (Article 14 and footnote 3 to Annex VI, 
p.  57).  The  fact  that  this  intervention  mechanism  has  been  introduced  improves 
appreciably the protection for Community producers. 
It is important to point out  here that imports  from  Ecuador have  shown  a  substantial 
increase in recent years (up from  380 tin 1988 to 4 353  tin 1995}, making this country 
the Community's fifth largest supplier. 
Another new point of interest to Community producers is the fact that cut flowers are 
now classified as very sensitive products for which customs duties is liimited to 15%. 
From 1 January 1998 special incentive arrangements in the form of  additional preferences 
may  be  granted  to  beneficiary  countries  covered  by  the  scheme  which  request  such 
arrangements in  writing and  provide  proof that  they  have adopted  and  actually apply 
domestic legal  provisions for the protection of workers and/or the environment. 
(d)  East European countries 
Tariff concessions for fresh  cut flowers (concessions having been granted for the other 
CN code 06 sub Chapters) have not been granted to the countries of  eastern Europe, other 
than  to  Bulgaria  for  roses,  carnations  and  orchids and  to  the  Czech  Republic for all 
products falling  within CN code 0603,  in  both  cases with  a quota volume
11
.  For dried 
flowers,  on  the  other hand,  all  countries apart  from  Latvia and  Lithuania





Council Regulation (EC) No  1194/96 of 27 June  1996 (OJ No L 161, 29.6.1996, p.  2) extending 
Regulation (EEC) No  3066/95 of 22.12.1995 (OJ No  L 328, 30.12.1995, p.  31). 
Council  Regulation  (EC)  No  1256/96  of 20  June  1996  applying  multiaMual  schemes  of 
generalized tariff preferences from  1 July  1996 tp 30 June 1999 in respect of certain agricultural 
products originating in developing countries (OJ No  L 160, 29.6.1996, p.  1). 
Council Regulation (EC)  No  1194/96 of27 june 1996  (OJ No L  161, 29.6.1996, p.  2). 
Council Regulation (EC)  No  1926/96 of 7 October 1996 (OJ No L 254, 8.10.1996, p.  1  ). 
e granted a rate of duty equivalent to 35% of the most favoured nations duty (MFN). All 
these countries along with Slovenia have applied for accession. 
A large number of concessions were granted by these countries in respect.of Community 
ornamental horticultural exports in the form of  tariff quotas at a reduced rate of  duty (see 
Annex 4). 
Of these countries, Poland, Hungary and Slovenia have become major trading partners 
in recent years, chiefly in respect of Community exports (totalling 12 094 t,  5 052 t and 
9 733 t respectively in 1995). There is every reason to believe that this trade will go on 
expanding. 
It  would appear, however, according to those with specialist knowledge of  the sector, that 
the market offering the most promising potential is Russia where Community exports are 
rising sharply. 
III. NEGOTIATIONS IN HAND 
Negotiations are under way with a number of Maghreb-Mashreq countries for some of 
which  the cut flower  sector  is  likely  to  be of considerable  importance  before  long. 
Because of this their requests are in some cases quite substantial. 
Egypt, for example, is asking for a quota of 30 000 t for cut flowers despite the fact that 
at the moment it does not export.  The Commission  is  proposing a duty free quota of 
500 t. 
Lebanon began with a request for 3 000 t of cut flowers later reducing it to 1 000 t.  In 
this case too the Community is offering only  100 t for the same reasons as  in the case 
of Egypt. 
Jordan would like its present concession for cut flowers to be increased. The Commission 
has suggested raising it from 56 t to 100 t which would virtually double the volume now 
admitted duty-free. 
Negotiations are near completion with Turkey, the innovation for cut flowers being the 
grant in the Community of a duty-free concession for  100 t.  Agreement has not yet been 
reached on the Community request for the inclusion or the Turkish proposal for the non-
inclusion of roses and carnations.  Similarly, a decision has yet to be taken on the grant 
to the European Union of a duty-free concession for 200 t of bulbs. 
Following on from the Uruguay Round and enlargement, negotiations on the updating of 
the Europe agreements are about to end with the central and eastern European countries. 
Most of the results of the nt:gotiations have now been put into effect autonomously and 
reciprocally and are summarized at II(d) above. 
The negotiating brief/directions for a free trade agreement with South Africa, adopted in 
March 1996, excludes cut flowers.  On  account ·of the existing volume of exports (more 
than  1 800 t in  1995) a request for concessions is nevertheless expected. IV. FORESEEABLE NEGOTIATIONS 
The agreement in force with Algeria does not contain any concession for flowers. Formal 
negotiations for a new agreement have not begun and Algeria's position regarding flowers 
is unknown. 
In  the  case  of the  West  Bank  and  Gaza  Strip,  lastly,  for  which  the  Council  brief 
envisaged making the existing 1 SOO  t quota binding, at the outset of  the negotiations  for 
a new agreement the Palestinian delegation asked for the quota to be raised to S 000 t. 
V.  STRATEGY 
Before dealing with this item, two general comments should be made: 
- The Commission must abide Ly the negotiating brief adopted by the Council. In 
some cases this  allows ~for a  certain  degree of flexibility.  In  others,  it is very 
specific and gives d~tails of  the groups of  products for which concessions may be 
granted,  the volumes to which the concessions apply,  time tables and customs 
duties. 
- The  agreements  with  non-member  countries  are  based  on  comprehensive 
negotiations which go far beyond the negotiations on plants and flowers. 
A more specific comment will round off this introduction: where concessions for plants 
and flowers are requested by  non-member countries, such requests should be examined 
with full  knowledge of the facts, that is to say, on the basis of the figures for production 
in those countries (regions, products concerned, periods, surface area under flowers and 
plants, volumes,  etc.),  their traditional  exports (which products are exported to which 
countries, the relevant quantities, periods and price levels) and their potential capacity for 
increasing those exports. 
·i.  Logically,  a  distinction  should  be made here too between the various non-member 
countries in terms of the preferential arrangements that apply or will be applied to them. 
(a) ACP countries 
As indicated above, the concessions granted to the ACP countries under the Lome 
Convention are fixed up to the year 2000. Given that the context is very specific, 
it would be premature to put forward  a strategy  that is  to apply to ornamental 
horticultural products at the start of the next century. A study will be made when 
the time is right. 
The Commission has recently published a Green Paper on relations between the 
European Union and the ACP countries on the eve of  the 21st century: Challenges 
and options for a new partnership. Consideration of what is to become of the cut 
flower sector will  have to take place in the context of the options set out in the 
Green Paper for trade relations. (b) SGP countries 
The same holds good in the case of the new SGP which will apply up to 30 June 
1999 and which is itself subject to quite specific rules, such as  f~r example, the 
possibility of  reintroducing the normal duty where there is a sharp rise in imports. 
(c) Mediterranean countries. South Africa and other countries 
On the basis  of past  experience  and  foreseeable  developments,  the  following 
eight-part strategy has been devised: 
(1} The grant of concessions as part of tariff quotas based on traditional exports 
together with the introduction of a growth element reflecting the need to adapt the 
quotas, where they  are used up speedily, and the sensitivity of the sector within 
the European Union. 
In a situation where there are no  exports,  a limited quantity could be set. 
(2)  The introduction  for  the  most  sensitive  products  (roses  and  carnations)  of 
minimum  price  conditions,  meaning  not  less  than  85%  of the  Community 
producer price. 
(3} The establishment of partial rather than total reductions in duty, modulated in 
relation to the sensitivity of the products at Community level. 
(4)  The  introduction  of import  periods,  confined  to  those  where  Community 
production is not liable to be upset (in  principle, therefore,  the winter months). 
The prospect could be offered of importing certain exotic plants and flowers that 
are not produced in the Community throughout the year at reduced rates of duty. 
(5) Concessions restricted to  clearly defined products (with eight figures in  the 
Combined Nomenclature,  such  as  carnations,  chrysanthemums, etc.) rather than 
to groups of products (with less than eight figures in the CN, such as for example 
fresh cut flowers falling within CN code 0603  10).  ' 
(6)  Reciprocal  concessions  requested  from  the  more  developed  countries  (see 
Agreement with Israel, the Commission's proposals to Turkey). It is essential in 
this context that the Community's requests for  reciprocity be clearly formulated 
and taken into consideration, the aim  being to stimulate Community exports. 
(7) Plant protection  requirements  must  be  absolutely  transparent  and  mutually 
binding. 
(8)  The  countries  concerned  must  give  an  undertaking  to  sign  the  UPOV 
Convention on the protection of breeders of new varieties of plants. 
II.  Quite apart from  the arrangements in  question,  it is  planned to launch and expand 
promotion campaigns for Community ornamental horticultural  products in  non-member 
countries which conclude trade agreements with the European Union. Promoting these products outside the Community will favour the expansion of  the market 
for Community products on which there are no export refunds. 
' 
l CHAPITRE 06 :i>U TDC 
PLANTES VIVANTES ET PRODUITS DE :fA· FLORICULTURE 
STATISTIQUES ANNUELLES 
CO:MMERCE EXTERIEUR DE LA CE 
1988- 1995 
Source: Eurostat- Comext ll- DG 06/A-2 
,, d:/data/123/chap.-06 
Chapitre 06 - PI antes vivantes et produits de Ia floriculture - Extra-EU  .. 
(Mille ECU  1988  1989  1990  1991  1992  1993  1994  1995! 
' 
Importations 
06  409.896  443.994  495.231  585.184  629.037  675.312  726.910  784.515 
0601  10.147  1o.2n  10.791  11.771  14.785  12.583  15.981  18.632 
0602  103.901  111.468  117.007  125.931  121.529  128.489  135.043  143.577 
0603  220.178  228.879  260.709  320.915  357.015  366.571  403.245  441.777 
0604  75.671  93.370  106.723  126.567  135.709  167.669  172.642  180.529 
Exportations 
·o6  786.056  866.122  930.327  990.915  1.044.060  1.038.393  1.179.688  891.302 
0601  156.385  167.522  190.639  222.190  246.396  248.652  319.256  285.711 
0602  316.704  343.114  379.646  408.455  420.800.  415.424  447.311  280.652 
0603  286.806  327.980  333.195.  330.889  347.295  344.690  378.351  299.083 
0604  26.160  27.506  26.847  29.382  29.568  29.626  34.770  25.856· 
Exc6dents d'exportatlons 
06  376.159_  422.127  435.096  405.731  415.023  363.081  452.778  106.787 
0601.  146.238  157.245  179.848  210.419  231.611  236.069  303.276  267.079 
0602  .212.803  231.646  262.639  282.524  299.272  286.935  312.268  137.074 
0603  66.629  99.101  72.486  . 9.973  (9~719)  (21.881}  (24.893)  (142.694) 
0604  (49.510)  (65.864)  (79.877)  (97.184)  (106.140)  (138.042)  (137.872)  (154.673) 
!en Tonnes  1988  1989  1990  1991  1992  1993  1994  19951 
Importations 
06  137.483  145.772  171.494 .. 196~748  209.194  215.269  229.676  250.626 
0601  4.024  4.018  3.686  3.448  4.861  4.764  .4.565  5.004 
0602  50.856  53.167  61.662  64.425  60.766  57.513  61.660  70.084  . 
. 0603  54.436  57.091  66.599.  83.358  92.040  95.697 .. 102.504  108.289 
0604  28.192  31.480  39.571  45.531  51.489  57.272  60.992  67.266 
Exportatiofis 
06  213.950  239.574  272.696  291.825  296.344  361.987  344.958  242.343 
"0601  52.033  55.964  63;144  68.767  74.194  70.567  89.030  69.371 
0602  111.982  130.274  154.749  167.6n  163.110  222.620  178.721  118.973 
0603  35.189  38.361  40.026  39.467  43.987  53.363  61.435  42.494 
0604  14.734  14.995  14.790  15.938  15.064  15.418  15.824  11.486 
Exc~dents d'exportatlons 
·06  76.467  93.802  101.202  95.077  87.150  146.718  115.282  (8.283) 
0601  48.009  51.946  59.458  65.319  69.333  65.803  84.465  64.367 
0602  61.126  77.107  93.087  103.252  102.344  165.107  117.061  48.889 
0603  (19.247)  {18.730)  (26.573)  {43.891)  {48.053)  (42.334)  (41.069)  (65.795) 
0604  (13.458)  (16.485)  (24.781)  (29.593)  (36.425}  (41.854}  (45.168)  (55.780) 
1 -1 - 1!}601  BULBICUCFlJ~ ---~  ~---- ------ -- - -) 
c  1988  1989  1990  1991  1992  1993  1994  1995  1988  1989  1990  1991  1992  1993  1994  199Si 
jiMPORTAT10N EN MILLE ECU  I 
jEXPORTATION EN MILLE ECU  I 
06011010  Jacinthes en repos v6g6tatif 
10  6  10.  72  141  24  47  12  12.236  11.946  12.183  12.206  12.268  14.023  15.918  9.639 
080110 20  Narclsses en repos v6g6tatif 
1.248  1.097  1.009  1.010  1.003  1.245  1.349  1.115  16.170,  17.101  17.492  16.183  15.175  14.589  19.973  15.546 
060110 30  TuHpes en repos v6g6tatif 
212  327  274  613  603  377  933  405  49.016  55.086  56.207  63.129  56.100  59.638  .81.415  67.272 
060110 40  Glaieuls en repos v6g6tatif 
794  .  1.030  1.065  882  2.684  2.033  1.585  1.477  7.611  7.625  9.319  10.856  10.835  10.057  11.213  10.521 
060110 90  Autres en repos v6g6tatif  · 
7.271  6,953  7.420.  8.312  9.508  8.239  10.946  14.239  68.630  73.505  92.309  116.841  146.796  146.137  186.099  179.279 
0601 2010  Plants, plantee et raclnea de chlcor6es 
15  11  .  6  •  126  0  2  12  26  21  103  55  70  18  238  82 
0601 20 30  Orchld6es, nir~es  et tullpes en v6g4tation ou en fteur 
315  343  337  386  284  488  691  976  1.021  937  1.223  1.020  1.374  1.293  1.729  986 
0601 20 90  Autres en ·veg6tation ou en fteur 
281  450  670  496  436  177  428  397  1.674  1.301  1.803  1.901  3.778  2.897  2.672  2.386 
~ (TOTAL_  10.147  10.277  10.791  11.771  14.785  12.583  15.981  18.832  158.385  167.522  190.639  222.190  246.305  2U.852  319.257  285.7111 
[EXCEOENT O'EXPORTA'TIONcN MILLE ECU  _______________ --
1 
06011010  Jaclnthes en repos v6g6tatif 
12.225  11.939  12.173  12.134  12.127  13.999  15.872  9.627 
060110 20  Narclsses en repos v6g6tatif 
14.922  . 16.004  16.483  15.173  14.172  13.343  18.624  14.431 
060110 30  Tulipes en repos v6g6tatif 
48.804  54.760  . 55.932  62.515  55.497  59.261  80.482  66.867 
060110 40  GlaleuiS en repos v6g6tatif 
6.817  6.595  8.254  9.974  8.151  8.024  9.628  9.044 
0601  10 90  Autres en repos v6g6tatif 
61.359  66.552  84.890  108.529  137.288  137.898  175.152  165.040 
0601 20 10  Plants, plantes et racines de chicor6es 
12  (50)  97  55  (561  18  237  70 
0601 20 30  Orchid6es, narcisses et tulipes en vegetation ou en fleur 
705  595  887  634  1.090  806  1.038  10 
0601 20 90  Autres en vegetation ou en fleur 
1.393  851  1.132  1.405  3.342  2.720  2.244  1.989 
c  TOTAL- - 146.239- 157.245  179.848  210.419  231.610-236.069303.276  267.079 I -2-
(0801  BULBICULTURE. ---·-·  - --·-·-- ) 
I  19sa  1989  199o  1991  1992  1893  1994  1995  19&8  1989  1&9o  1991  1992  1993  1894  1995. 
{IMPORTATION EN TONNES.  I  !EXPORTATION EN TONNES  • 
08011010  Jaclnthes en repos v6g6tatif. 
.  3  2  5  33  52  1  16  3  4.506  4.524  4.681  4.312  4.007  4.367  4.835  2.878 
060110 20  Narcisses en repos v6g6tatif 
699  581  580  564  513  744  772  485  8.286  9.583  10.053  9.574  9.536  8.639  11.372  7.365 
080110 30  Tulipes en repos.v6g6tatif 
96  175  179  477  479  286  337  213  17.935  19.476  20.315  20.819  18.114  18.800  23.545  17.514 
060110 40  Glaieuls en.repos v6g~tatif 
1.128  1.075  817  638  1.576  1.508  1.082  1.013  3.337  3.470  4.528  4.823"  5.153  4.682  5.453  4.759 
060110 90  Autres en repos v6g6tatif · 
1.933  1.612  1.669  1.508  1.857  .  2.110  2.164  3.019  17.314  18.255  22.645  28.250  35.706  32.769  42.120  35.574 
06012010  Plants, plantae et raclnea de chlcor6ea 
1.  62  18  •  161  0  0  112  14  46  74  21  39  51  237  29 
0801 20 30  Orchld6es, narclsses et tufipes en v6g6tation ou en neur 
8  7  14  25  10  64  49  51  261  265  246  273  283  340  ·459  165 
060120 90  Autres en v6g6tatlon· ou en neur 
·158  506  398  205  210  49  143  109  391  356  603  703  1.364  944  1.002  1.098 
!TOTAL  --4.028  4:020  3.880  3.450  4.858  4.762  4.563  5.005  52.044  55.975  83.145  88.775-74.202--70.592  89.02r-8&.3821 
~ 
[EXCEDENT D'EXPORTA  TION TONNES  I 
06011010  Jacinthes en repos v6g6tatif 
4.503  4.522  4.676  4.279  3.955  4.366  4.819  2.875 
060110 20  Narcisses en repos v6g6tatif 
7.587  9.002  9.473  9.010  9.023  7.895  10.600  6.880 
060110 30  Tufipes en repos v6g~tatif 
17.839  19.301  20.136  20.342  17.635  18.514  23.208  17.301 
080110 40  Glaleuls en repoa v6g6tatif 
2.209  2.395  3.711  4.185  3.577  3.174  4.371  3.746 
060110 90  Autres en repos v6g6tatif 
15.381  16.643  20.976  26.7~2  33.849  30.659  39.956  32.555 
06012010  Plants, plantas et raclnes de chlcor6es 
13  (16)  56  21  (122)  51  237  (83) 
0601 20 30  Orchld6es, narcisses et tulpes en v6g6tation ou en fteur 
253  258  232  248  273  276  410  114 
0601 20 90  Autres en v6g6tation ou en fteur 
233  (150)  205  498  1.154  895  859  989 
l  TOTAL  48.018  51.955  59.465  65.325  .69.344  65.830  84.460  64.3771 " 
-3-
j0602  AUTRES PLANTES VIVANTES (Y COMPRIS LEURS RACINES), BOUTURES ET GREFFONS; BLANC DE CHAMPIQNONS:  ] 
I 
1  1988  19a9  199o  1991  1992  1993  1994  1995  ·  1sa8  1989  1990  1991  1992  1993  1994  1sssi 
liMPORTATIONS EN MILLE ECU  I  !EXPORTATIONS EN MILLE ECU  ' I 
060210 10  Boutures non racln6es et greffons de vigne 
181  137  436  182  24  3  6  . 25 
0802 10 90  Boutures non racln6es at greffons, autres 
35.181  39.090  39.365  38.634  36.652  40.750  42.184  45.587 
0602 20 10  Plantes de vigne, greff6s ou racln6s. · 
35  '4  152  35  11  268  15  9 
0602 20 90  autres 
1.243  646  1.031  1.179  1.702  1.331  1.636  2.118 
0802 30 00  Rhododendrons et azal6s, greff6s ou non 
576  705  323  261  375  '210  325  492 
0802 40 10  Rosslers, non greff6s 
169  274  371  284  323  360  338  349 
0802 40 90  Roslers greff6s  · 
. 2.518  2.698  2.211  2.662  3.638  4.421  6.464  8.879 
0602 91 00  Blanc de champlgoons 
0602 99 10 
0602 99 30 
0802 99 41 
060299 45 
597  831  1.247  1~357  2.019  2.185  3.375  1.939 
Plants d'ananas 
120  93  69  87  55  42 
Plants de l6gumes et plants de fralsleres 
1.848  ' 3.264  . 3.457  4.463  3.827  3.390 
Plantas de pleln air,  Arbres, arbustes at arbrlsseaux forestlers 
1.319  1.427  1.150  2.268  2.724  1.923 
Boutures racln6es et jeunes plants 









0602 99 49  autres 
2.764  3.414  4.194  4.695  3.828  2.416  2.630  3.248 
0802 99 51  Plantas vlvaces 
2.882  1.736  1.090  948  1.178  1.379  963  1.994 
0602 99 59  autres 
2.902  3.130  3.365  5.199  5.058  5.271  4.732  4.704 
0602 99 70  Plantes  d'int6ri~ur, boutures racin6es et jeunes plants, ll I' exception des cact6es 
19.490  23.325  27.621  28.561  29.834  33.513  34.256  34.706 
0602 99 91  Plantes u  fleurs, en boutons ou en fleur, u  l'exqeption des cact6es 
621  . 464  390  439  518  336  949  489 
0602 99 99  autres 
28.507  26.445  27.914  32.349  27.767  28.655  29.368  31.331 
lTOTAL  103.901  111..468  117.008  125.931  121.529  128.489  135.043  143.577 
1.531  1.807  2~  109  1.671  1.110  1.539  1.248  1.196 
7.677  .9.225  10.653  12.394  12.291  15.023  18.250  12.991 
5.324'  4.280  4. 758  4.020  3.173  3.835  4.192  4.326 
7.651  5.603  5.913  5.659  6.173  7~046  8.226  7.270 
11.950  11.877  12.245  12.906  13.016  11.905  13.140  8.108 
2.926  1.677  1.661  1.108  1.804  1.093  1.744  1.076 
12.675  11.777  11.302  10.975  13.934  12:869  14.797  11.555 









208  478  386 
9.844  12.074  14.464 
9.322  8.148  7.926 
6.911  6.161  6.296 
287  371  444 
15.201  15.489  12.446 
7.005  8.162  4.009 
8.287  9.448  8.192 
35._990  40.169  45.390  45.739  43.890  35.622  43.875  22.292 
10.035  12.370  15.260  14.247  16.055  17.295  18.174  18.031 
12.961  15.058  16.751  20.215  20.805  23.300  28.149  17.717 
18.698  20.931  22.565  24.339  26.747  28.020  .29.061  21.384 
55.900  65.228  73.332  82.006  84.515  75.734  79.779  34.710 
106.537  117.263  127.374  141.369  143.974. 147.822  149.150  90.539 
316.804  343.114  379.848  408.455 · 420:-aoo  415.424  447.311  280.652 -4-
[Mo2 --~  AUTRES PLANTE~n/IVANTES  (Y-COMPRfS LEURSRACiNES), BOUfURES ET GREi=FONS: BLANC DE CHAMPIGNONS:  ! 
1  1988  1989  199o  1991  1992  1993  1994  1995. 
[EXCcDENTD'EXP-ORTATION ENECU  - j 
060210 10  Boutures non racin6es et greffons de vlgne 
1.350  1.67Q  1.673  1.489  1.086  1.537  1.241  1.171 
0602 10 90  Boutures non racin6es et greffons, autres 
(27.504)  (29.865)  (28.713)  (26.240)  (24.361)  (25. 728)  (23.934)  (32.595) 
0602 20 10  Plantes de vlgne, greff6s ou racin6s 
5.289  4.265  4.607  3.985  3.162  3.567  4.177  4.316 
0602 20 90  autres 
6.408  4.957  4.882  4.480  4.470  5.715  6.591  5.152 
0602 30 00  Rhododendrons et azal6s, greff6s ou non 
11.375  11.172  11.922  12.644  1"2.642  11.696  12.815  7.616 
0602 40 10  Rossiers,  non greff6s 
2.757  1.403  1.290  824  1.481  733  1.405  726 
0602 40 90  Roslers greff6s 
10.157  9.079  9.092  8.293  10.296  8.448  8.332  2.676 
0602 91  00  Blanc de champlgnons 
1.261  1.735  2.800  3.590  2.220  1.356  681  2.426 
0602 99 10  Plants d'ananas 
"'\  50  7  139  391  331  245  318  408 
0602 99 30  Plants de 16gumes et plants de fralsleres 
5.687  4.752  6.387  ·7.611  "10.638  11.811  10.778  8.862 
0602 99 41  Plantes de pleln air,  Arbres, arbustes et arbrlsseaux forestlers 
i.B11  7.057  ·8.172  5.880  5.202  15.082  8.904  3.018 
0802 99 45  Boutures racln6es at jeunes plants 
3.208  2.910  4.290  3.853  4.301  6.250  7.207  5.558 
0602 99 49  autres 
33.226  36.755  41.196  41.044  40.062  33.206  41.245  19.044 
0602 99 51  Plantes vivaces 
7.153  10.633  14.171  13.299  14.876  15.917  17.212  16.037 
0602 99 59  aut res 
10.059  11.928  13.386  15.016  15.747  18.029  23.417  13.013 
0602 99 70  PI antes d'int6rieur, boutures racin6es et jeunes plants, u  !:exception des cact6es 
(792}  (2.394}  (5.056)  (4.222)  (3.087)  (5.493)  (5.195)  (13.322) 
0602 99 91  Plantes u  neurs, en boutons ou en neur, u  !'exception des cact6es 
55.280  64.764  72.942  81.567  83.997  75.398  79.290  33.762 
0602 99 99  autres 
78.030  90.818  99.459  109.020  116.207  119.167  119.782  59.208 
(TOTAL  212.904  231.646  262.639  282.524  299.271  286.936  312.268  137.0751 
-c-\ ~ 
- 5-
l  06or-- ~TRESPLANTES  VIVANTES (Y COMPRIS LEURS RACINES), BOUTURES ET GREFFONS; BLANC DE CHAMPIGNONS:  ,  ! 
[  1988  1989  1990  1991  1992  1993  1994  . 1995  .  1988  1989  1990  1991  1992  1993  1994  1995) 
!IMPORTATIONS EN TONNES  I  (EXPORTATIONS EN TONNES  I 
0802 10 10  Boutures non racin6es et greffons de vigne 
77  .64  163  110  29  1  .  0  36 
0802 10 90  Boutures non racin6es et greffons, autres 
17.263  18.804  20.759  18.447  15.109  14.861  12.935  12.496 
0602 20 10  Plantas de vigne, greff6s ou racln6s 
4  - 1  19  17  2  32  2  2 
0802 20 eo  autres 
235  221- 729  804  1.524  995  1.306  1.984 
0602 30 00  Rhododendrons et aza16s,  grefflls ou non 
525  493  '  227 
0802 40 10  Rosslers, non greff6s 
24  51  197 
65' 
'159 
294  154  241  190 
68  106  141  222 
0602 40 90  Roslers greff6s 
662  1.141  1.151  1.544  1.779  2.326  3.553  4.693 
0802 91 00  Blanc de champlgnons  . 
721  1.080  1.173  1.162  1.624  1.712  2.749  1.629 
0602 99 10  Plants d'ananas · 
46  27  26 
0602 99 30  Plants de 16.gumes et plants de fraisleres 
35  '16  16  20  10 
412  635  741  970  1.322  1.315  1.817  1.340 
0602 99 41  Plantes de plein air,  Arbres, arbustes et arbrisseaux forestiers 
991  1.053  1.438  2.800  3.930  2.066  1.447  'i.308 
0602 99 45  Boutures racln6es et jeunes plants 
1.020  594  566  620  825  817  1.025  1.474 
0602 99 49  autres 
3.359  4.875  5.521  5.958  3.934  1.959  2.799  5.742 
0602 99 51  Plantes vivaces 
724  262  190  479  639  607  ..  250  554 
0602 99 59  autres 
.1.160  1.513  2.231  3.165  2.394  1.892  1.671  2.275 
0602 99 70  Plantes d'int6rieur, boutures racin6es et jeunes plants, cl  I'  exception des cact6es 
8.110  8.399  10.375  10.348  10.939  12.829  13.988  15.873 
0602 99 91  Plantes ~ fleurs,  en boutons ou en fleur,  A  !'exception des cact6es 
255  279  495  351  384  275  450  805 
0602 99 99  autres 
15.060  13.686  15.647  17.410  15.974  15.578  17.270  19.092 
[TOTAL  50.850  53.178  61.648  64.464  60.786  57.541  61.684  '  70.127 
354  463  .401  372  320  343  329  291 
755  1.047  2.089  2.047  1.303  1.664  2.003  1. 791 
958  821  805  618  443  483  492  572 
2.647  1.731  1.842  1.763  1.551  1.900  2.303  2.335 
5.663  5.648  6.085  6.136  6.115  5.323  5.571  3.216 
306  228  318  198  240  225  364  246 
1.352  1.324  1.430  1.453  1.540  . '  1.678  2.307  1.582 
2.145  3.345  11.537  14.337  13.054  11.455  13.429  14.237 
'83  23  60  262  131  134  167  66 
4.732  10.632  12.320  15.181  17.037  18.015  17.284  15.701 
5.084  5.156  6.319  5.220  4.671  3.919  4.562  3.001 
1.126  1.261  1.589  ·1.344  1.457  1.748  2.322  2.031 
16.450  17.726  20.268  20.813  19.606  16.600  21.047  11.847 
2.900  3.225  3.925  3.755  3.932  4.712  5.386  4.266 
9.895  12.619  14.341  15.-105  11.803  13.899  16.700  11.803 
3.097  3.325  3.698  3.689  3.568  4.245  -4.693  2.415 
20.236  23.730  26.551  29.175  28.794  25.682  25.760  12.870 
34.184  37.999  41.397  46.224  47.6f>4  110.631  53.991  30.687 
111.967  130.303  154.775  167.682  163.169222.&56  178.710  118.957 -6-
/0602  AUTRES PLANTES VIVANTES (Y COMPRIS LEURS RACINES), BOUTURES ET GREFFONS; BLANC DE CHAMPIGNONS:  ·  I 
1  11aa  1111  11ao  1111  1112  1113  199.t  111s. 
IEXCEDENT D'EXPORTATION EN TONNES  i 
060210 10  Boutures non raclnbs et greffons de vigne 
277  399  238  262  291  342  329  255 
060210 90  Boutures non racin6es et greffons,  au~res 
(16.508)  (17.757)  (18.670)  (16.400)  (13.806)  (13.197)  (10.932)  (10.707) 
0602 20 10  Plantes de vlgne, greff6s ou racin6s  . 
954  820  . 786  601  441  451  490  570 
0602 20 90  autres 
2.412  1.510  913  949  27  905  997  351 
0602 30 00  Rhododendrons et azal6s, greff6's ou non 
5.138  5.155  5.858  6.071  ·.  5.821  5.169  5.330  3.026 
0602 40 10  Rossiers, non greff6s 
282  177  121  39  172  119  223  24 
0602 40 90  Rosiers greff6s 
490  183  279  (91)  (239)  (648)  (1.246)  (3.311) 
<) 
0602 91  00  Blanc de champignons 
1.424  2.265  10.364  13.155  11.430  9.743  10.680  12.408 
0802 99 10  Plants d'ananas 
-35  (4)  :34  227  115  118  147  56 
0802 99 30  Plants de 16gumes et plants de fraisleres 
4.~20  9.997  11.579  14.211  15.715  16.700  15.467  14.361 
0802 99 41  Plantas de plain air,  Arbres, arbustes et arbrisseaux forestlers 
4.093  4.103  .  4.881  2.420  741  1.853  3.115  1.693 
0602 99 45  Boutures racin6es et jeunes plants 
106  667  1.023  724  632  931  1.297  557 
0602 99 49  autres 
13.091  12.851  14.747  14.855  15.672  14.641  18.248  6.105 
0602 99 51  Plantas vivaces 
2.176  2.963  3.735  3.276  3.293  4.105  5.136  3.712 
0602 99 59  autres 
8.735  11.106  12.110  11.940  9.409  12.007  15.029  9.528 
0602 99 70  Plantes d'int6rieur, boutures racln6es et jeunes plants,  c\ I'  exception des cact6es 
(5.013)  (5.074)  (6.677)  (6.659)'  (7.371)  (8.584)  (9.295)  (13.458) 
0602 99 91  Plantes  c\  fleurs, en boutons ou en fleur,  c\  !'exception des cact6es 
19.981  23.451  26.056  28.824  28.410  25.407  25.310  12.065 
0602 99 99  autres 
19.124  24.313  25.750  28.814  31.630  95.053  36.721  11.595 
I  TOTAL  61.117  77.125  93.127  103.218  102.383  165'.115  117.046  48.s3o 1 
I -6-
l060-3  FLEURS ET BOUTONS DE FLEURS COUPEES  du 1er janvier au 31  decembre  -- --- --- --- -------- ---------- ~  J 
l  1986  1989  199o  1991  1992  1993  1994  1995 i  I  1988  1989  199o  1991  1992  1993  1994  1995J 
(IMPORTATIONS EN  TONNES  •  !EXPORTATIONS EN  TONNES  J 
060310 11+51  Roses 
7.031  7.287  8.399  10.530  13.181  16.375  22.328  29.433  5.232  4.511  5.007  5.300  6.510  7.787  9.715  6.594 
0603 10 13+53  Oelllets 
20.669  21.977  25.317  33.266  39.028  4Q.320  36.947  35.041  4.237  4.026  3.143  3.068  3.470  3.320  4.385.  4.081 
0803 1  o 15+55  Orcl'lldees 
I 
3.226  3.378  4.451  4.736  4.249  3.786  3.669  3.422  431  410  443  354  493  489  465  487 
0603 10 21+61  Glaleuls 
.516  269  180  341  160  244  173  180  457  518  483  405  486  693  472  199 
0603 10 25+65  Chrysantht\mes 
2.'450  2.441  2.431  2.406  2.422  1.800  ·1.452  1.382  1.498  1.928  2.118  2.313  2.427  3.573  4.431  3.986 
[TOTAllnterm.  _  33.8~  _  35.342  _AQ.75_L_  51.295  59.068  62.525  64.569  69.458  11.855  11.393  11.194  11.440  13.386  15.862  19.468  j_~.347_j 
---- ------ - .. 
0603 10 29+69  Autres tleurs  . 
19.066  20.386  24.607  30.486  31.081  31.195  31.867  35.615  21.962  25.536  27.255  26.156  28.426  35.352.  39.723  25.299 
0603 90 00  Fleurs autres que fralches 
1.472  1.377  1.221  1.612  1.884  1.990  6.067  3.198  1.306  1.365  1.522  1.783  2.111  2.119  2.197  1.827 
- ..t)  lTOTAL  - 54.421  57.105  66.581  83.393  92.033  95.710  102.503  108.271  35:123 38.294 ~.971  39.379  43.923  53.333  61.3e-42.473 I 
(CXCEDENT-D'EXPORTATION  Ec~rTONNES 
-- -------------
~  ---:::J 
060310 11+51  Roses 
(1.799)  (2.776)  (3.392)  (5.230)  (6.671)  (8,588)  (12.613)  (22.839) 
0603 10 13+53  Oelllets 
(16.432)  (17.951)  (22.174)  (30.198)  (35.558)  (37.000)  (32.562)  (30.960) 
0603 10 15+55  Orchld~s 
(2.795)  (2.968)  (4.008)  (4.382)  (3.756)  (3.297)  (3.204)  (2.935) 
0603 10 21+61  Glaleuls 
(59)  249  303  64  326  449  299  19 
0603 10 25+65  Chrysanth~mes 
943)  (503 
TOT Allnterm.  (22.028)  (23.949 
060310 29+69  Autres fleurs 
2.896  5.150  2.648  (4.330)  (2.655)  4.157  7.856  (1 0.316) 
0603 90 00  Fleurs autres que fralches 
(166)  (12)  301  171  227  129  (3.870)  (1.371) 
!TOTAL  {19.298}  {18.811}  {26.610}  {44.014}  {48.110}  {42.377}  (41.115LJ65.798)1 -7-
(0603  FLEURS ET BOUTONS DE FLEURS COUPEES  du 1erfanvler  au 31 d6cembre  ------ - --) 
l  1888  1&88  189o  1991  1892  ·  ·1893.  1994  · 199si  ·I  1988  1988  118o  1881  1892  11u  1H4  1185) 
[IMPORTATIONS EN MILLE ECU.  )  [EXPORTATIONS EN MILLE ECU  ) 
0603 10 11+51  Roses 
40.507  41.763  47.794  56.372  . 69.977  79.612  103.764  130.870  41.377  48.048  52.156  55.425  57.056  56,869  66.737  56.783 
0603 10 13+53  Oefllets 
72.313  75.023  85.629  119.231  129.681  133.957  125:575  125.514  20.442  20.679  18.100  18.404  18.512  17.480  21.853  20.701 
0803 10 15+55  Orchld6es 
20.450  22.658  24.104  28.701  28.712  25.367  23.673  22.905  6.194  6.379  6.346  5.700  6.393  5.840  8.232  8.181  . 
0603 10 21+61  Glaleuls 
1.330  694  568  995  543  579  . 433.  514  1.731  1.846  1.943  1.1~77  1.816  1.825  1.246  793 
0803 10 25+85  Chrysanth6mes 
8.922  9.018  10.128  10.288  10.619  6.786  6.26~  . 5.996.  9.404  10.409  11.826  11.987  12.145  14.292  17.244  17.857 
lfifTAL  -lnterm.H  143.523  149.155  188.224.  215.587  239.532  248.301  259.706  285.799  79.148  87.360  90.370  93.182  95.922  96.308  113.312  102.2951 
0803 10 21+81 Autrea neura 
70.391  13.076  86.0~7 .  91?.816  108.770  110.613  ... 
124.291  142.110  194.923  225.474  227.235  22~.774 232.363  230.284  248.360  184.089 
0803 90 00  Fleurs autres que fralches 
6.263  6.648  6.389  8.512·  8,713  9.658  19.248  13.868  12.736  15.147  15.589  16.921  19.010  18.100  18.679  12.699 
[TOTAL-- - 22o-:177  228.879  260.709  320.915  357.015  388.571  403.245  441.m  -288.807  327.981-333~1U33D.Bi8  w:2s~:a10  371.351  299.0831 
[EXCEDENT  D'EXPORTAtiONENMiiTEECU ------ m-) 
060310 11+51  Roses 
870  6.285  4.362  (948)  (12.921)  (22.743)  (37.028)  (74.086) 
060310 13+53  Oelllets 
(51.8!1)  (5!4.344)  (67.529)  (100.~28)  (111.169)  (116.477)  (103.722)  (104.813) 
080310 15+55 Orchld6es 
(14.256)  (16.280)  (17.758)  (23.002)  (22.319)  (19.526)  (17.441)  (16.744) 
0603 10 21+61  Glaleuls 
401  1.152  1.374  683  1.273  1.246  813  279 
060310 25+65  Chrysanth~mes 
481  1.391  1.698  1.699  1.526  7.506  10.984  11.861 
(TOTAL  lnterm~ - (64.375}  (61.795)  (77.854)  (122.395)  (143.610)  (149.995)  (146.394)  (183.5041 
0603 10 29+69  Autres fleurs 
124.531  152.398  141.139  123.958  123.593  119.672  122.070  41.979 
0603 90 00  Fleurs autres que fralches · 
6.473  8.499  9.200  8.409  10.297  8.443  (569)  (1.170) 
(TOTAL- 66.629  99.102  72.485  9.973  (9.720)  (21.881)  (24.894)  (142.6941 0  -9-
l0603  FLEURS ET BOUTONS DE FLEURS COUPEES  du 1er janvier au 31 decembre  -. --.  -- - .  . ) 
I  1918  1989  199o  1991  1992  1993  1994  1995j  I  1988  1989  199o  1991  1992  1993  1994  1995. 
UMPORTArJONS EN MIO DE PIECES  J [EXPORTATIONS EN MIO DE PIECES  ,. 
06031011+51  Roses 
243  261  . 312  386  464  552  791  1.085  227  184  187  195  228  252  290  202 
060310 13+53 Oellltits 
'744  789  903  1.165  1.363  1.428  1.323  1.254  281  132  101  94  112  111  135  132 
060310 15+55 Orchld6es 
60  97  111  112  115  103  95  91  7  7  9  8  9  8  7  6 
0603 10 21+61  Glaleuls 
8  4  3  5  3  5  3  3  8  .  8  8  7  8  9  6  3 
0603 10 25+65  Chrysanlhimes 
35  33  52  42  46 
(TOTAL lnterm.  1.090  1.114  1.381  1.711  1.991 
-- -- 3G  35  42  26  32  33  35  38  51  64  51 
-- - ---- - --- 2.124  2.247  -2- ...  -'7~a  ____  s..;;;4;,;..9 __  3._:a;..:;;;4 __  3.....;3;,.:7=----3~_3iC~  ~~c_  .. _---_·i3o--··-sor·--···39s·, 
060310 29+69  Autres tleurs  . 
n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d. 
0603 90 00  Fleurs autres que fralehes 
n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  .n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d. 
[TOTAL  1.080  1.184  1.381  1.711  1.111  2.124  2.247  2.478  549  384  337  339  395  430  503  3951 
(EXCEDENT  D"EXPORTATION EN MIO DE  PIECES  -- ----·~  -- -- -· --- ----l 
060310 11+51  Roses 
(16)  (77)  (125)  (192)  (236)  (300)  (500) 
·0803 10 13+53  Oelllets 
(463}  (657}  (802)  {1.071)  (1.251)  (1.317)  (1.187) 
060310 15+55  Orehld6es 
(53)  (90)  (102)  ('1Q4)  (106)  (95)  (88)  • 
0603 10 21+61  Glaleuls 
0  4  4  2  5  4  3 
0803 10 25+85  Chrysanthltmes 
(9)  (0)  (19)  (7)_  (8)  15  28  ····--
TOTAL lnterm.  l54 
0603 10 29+69  Autres tleurs 
n.d.  n.d.  n.d.  n.d;  n.d.  n.d.  n.d. 
0603 90 00  Fleurs autres que fralches 
0  0  0  .o  0  .0  0 
(JOTAL_  {541}  {820}  (1.044}  (1.372}  (1.596) __  (1.69~L  __  _l1_.7'!4l__. __ I -10. 
(024  FEUILLAGES, FEUILLES,RAMEAUX ET AUTRES PARTIES DES PLANTES, SANS FLEURS Nl BOUTONS DE FLEURS  :J 
I  1881  1989  199o  . 1991  1992  . 1993  1994  19951 
(IMPORTATIONS EN MILLE ECU  .  ) 
06041010  Lichens dea rennes 
3.763  4.091  3.852  3.567  3.347  3.271  2.457.  998 
060410 90  autre& 
1.112  ·394  355  560  888  3.361  :1.541  2.354 
0604 91  10")  Arbrea de Noel at rameaux de conU6res 
219,38  363  514  1.U7  1.373  1.795 
0804 81 21  Arbrea de Noel • Saplna de Nordmann et Saplna noble  a  .  .  .  .  .  100 
0604 9129  aut  res 
•  •  .  .  .  .  399  257 
0604 91 41  Rameaux de conlfir11 •  Saplna de No~dmann  et de Saplns nobles 
327  371 
0604 91 49  autre&  .  .  .  .  .  .  592  674 
0604 91 90  autrea Rameaux de conlrir'es 
57.n8  71.830  85.309  103.422  112.927  140.733  147.108  152.059 
0604 9910  Autre& • almplementa sach6a 
8.944.  11.299  11.564  11.893  11.855  13.223  15.076  16.963 
0604 99 90  Aut  res 
3.8CM  5.394  5.129  5.978  5.318  5.285  5.042  6.852 
!ToTAL  7&.171  9U70  1oil~126.&67  ns:to9  167.669  ft2.642  1B0.53o 1 
lEXCEDENT D'EXPORTATION EN MILLE ECU  I 
08041010  Llchena dea rennea 
(3 .  .CSS)  (3.788)  (3.559)  (3.21n  (3.067)  (2.937)  (2.204)  (883) 
060410 80  autre& 
2.196  1.036  625  396  162  (2.004)  (455)  (1.312) 
0604 91  10")  Arbrea de Noel et rameaux de conlfirea 
9.782  10.462  10.158  10.875  10.314  9.324 
0604 9121  Arbrea de Noel • Saplna de Nordmann et Saplns nobles  .  .  .  .  .  8.378  5.520 
0604 91 29  autre  a  ..  .  .  .  1.993  1.555 
0604 91  41  Rameaux de conlfires •  Saplns de Nordmann et de Saplna nobles  ..  .  .  .  .  1.055  670 
0604 91 49  autres 
(104)  (200) 
0604 9190  autres Rameaux de conlf6res 
(53.063)  (65.078)  (78.065)  (94.874)  (103.366)  (131.898)  (135.993)  (143.652) 
0604 99 10  Autres ·a  Implements sech6s 
(6.338)  (8.511)  (8.769)  (9.692)  (9.387)  (10.358)  (11.837)  (13.904) 
0604 99 90  Aut  res 
1.401  14  (268)  (473)  (798)  (169)  1.296  (2.467) 
[TOTAL  (4U11)  (65.865)  (79.877)  (97.184)  (106.141)  (138.043)  (137.872!  (154.673! 
\1988- 1Si19  nn1990  1991  1992  1993  199-4  19951 
!EXPORTATIONS EN MILLE ECU  I 
."l A partir de 1994 Ia position 0604 9110 eat divide en 4 sous-posltlons ·11 • 
(oso4  FEUILLAGES1  FEUILLES1 RAMEAUX ET AUTRES PARnES DES PLANTES ET HERBES
1 MOUSSES ET UCHE~S  ~ 
I  1988  1989  1990  1991  1992  1993  1994  1995~  I  1988  1989'  1990  1991  1192  1993  1994  1995) 
[MPORTATIONS EN TONNE$  .,  (EXPORTATIONS EN TONNE$  I 
060410"10  Lichens dea rennes 
1.251  1;301  1.303  1.162  1.131  1.105  851  379  77  64  72  80  61  74  65  55 
060410 90  aut  res 
4~7  264  .  212  366  340  934  602  880  540  264  241  287  374  1.172  555  1.594 
0604 91101  Arbres de Noel et rameaux de conlf~res 
322'  666  1.149  2.643  3.252  3.860  .  11.309  11.855  11.717  12.305  11.108  10.082 
060481 21  Arbrea de Noel • Saplns de Nordmann et Saplns nobles  .  .  .  •  •  .  170  3  •  •  •  .  .  .  5.914  3.432  . 
0604 8129  autre  a  .  .  •  ..  ~  •  •  .-·- 1.128  568  •  •  •  •  •  .  2.644  1.991 
0104 81  41  Rameaux de conlfArea •  Saplna de Nordmann et de Saplna nobies  .  .  .  .  •  .  576  330  .  •  .  •  •  •  1.329  841 
0604 8149  autre  a 
•  •  •  •  •  •  1.423  1.438  •  •  •  •  •  •  473  <111 
0604 8180  a1.1trea Ramaaux de c:onlfirea 
20.599  22.628  29.124  34.410  39.515  43.638  47.641  53.954  644  1.057  1.122  U81  1.778  1.920  2.565  U82 
0604 8910  Autrea • almplementa aechb 
4.434  5.074  6.233  5.373  5.418.  6.000  6.7:41  7.714  751  739  735  864  689  810  862  885 
0604 89 80  Autre  a 
1.147  1.538  1.607.  1.553  1.801- 1.869  186  2.028  1.220  989  888  1.133  1.020  1.322  1.218  788 
(TOTAL  28.18(1_  31.469  3!1.628  45.507  51.457 
- &7.204  59.498  67.2921  I _  14.741 ·  1<1.968  14.775  15.830  15.030  .  15.38~- 15.8~.  _  _!1,41!1 
(EXCEOEN"i"D'EXP6RTA.TiON ENTONNEs--·--.. ·-- ·- - - --- .. - J 
060<1 10 10  Uchena des rennes 
(1.174)  (1.237)  (1.231)  (1.082)  (1.070)  (1.031)  (786)  (324) 
060410 90  autre• 
113  0.  29  (99)  34  238  (47)  714 
0604 91  10")  Arbrea de Noel et rameaux de conlft\res  . 
10.987  11.189  10.568  9.662  7.856  6.222  ")A partir de 1994 Ia position 0604 9110 est dlvls6e en 4 sous-posltlons 
0604 91 21  Arbres de Noel • Saplns de Nordmann et Saplns nobles  .  .  .  .  .  .  5.744  3.429 
0604 91  29  aut  res 
1.716  1.423 
0604 9141  Rameaux de conlf~res •  Sa~lns de Nordmann et de Saplns nobles  .  .  .  .  .  .  753  511· 
0604 91  49  autres  .  .  .  .  .  .  (950)  (1.025) 
0604 91 90  autres Rameaux de conlf~res 
(19.755) .  (21.569)  (28.002)  (32.929)  (37.737)  (41.716)  (45.276)  (52.472) 
0604 99 10  Autres • slmplements sech6s 
(3.683)  (4.335)  (5.498)  (4.709)  (4.729)  (5.190)  (5.879)  (6.829) 
0604 99 90  Autres 
73  (549)  (719)  (420)  (781)  (347)  1.052  (1.240) 
[TOTAL---- (13.439)  (16.501)  (24.853T(29.""5'77! 136.427)(4024)  (43.673)l55.a13) f\  Y\  yo( y_!  2. 
VI-I  ..a  e llli111\1231ChapCt• oe_1mp1111 
........ ...,._. •• ,._.. c.u,...,..., ............ ,..., _....., ,  .... 'l6ctl6s, ~  ~-..c:·- .  -·-··· -· ... 
I  NC CoR 1101· en tltftnes 
lmpottallons •  provenance d ..  pay. tier• ve,. ,.  CEE el les pa)'l membres 
. 
1111  I  Kem  ......  c.e  ...  ._  .,  ,..,  ....  'rtlaiiMH  Mucic  I 
ca  ,  .....  a.  1 .....  ~--· 
741  2.111  4 ....  1.744 
BIIA.UK.  4  117  22  11  0  15  27 
o.n.m.tc  1  11  • 
0  2•  .. 3 
AlleiNgnl  5.0U  4.- 3.111  111  322  507  ~  234 
. GMel  1  1f  1t1  4  4  ,  ·41 
E8Nne  3  23  1.411  40  27  4 
FIWiee  71  -
557  s  45  25  13$  1.142 
lfllnde  •  400  0  ....  13  131  IS  11  41  2  2.471  51  ........  13.873  14..1  1.517  3.M4  2G  341  1.031  121 
Patupl  1  1  0 
ftcly. Unl  121  1.831  1.311  2H  22  2.110  331  155 
110  tc•x=  .......  c.totMie  ~~~  !s-- TIINIU  n..tlende  Maroc 
ca  20.o21  24.111  20.121  1.114  1.211  UIO  4.011  U14  . 
BeUI..ux.  5I  135  14  11  14  4  22  53 
Dlnlmlllc  I  12  51  20  1 •  '0 
Ahmagne.  4.102  4.017  4.211  151  543  331  531  383 
GctCil  7  24  114·  3.  7  15 
Etp~gne  3  21  2.314  II  31  11  ......  52  412  117  75  31  121  1.013 
ltlanH  3tl  3  1  • 
Hale  10  154  222  82  103  14  2.388  N 
~· 
14.034  11.15S  3.237  4.551  451  313  113.  111 
Poltugll  1  1  1  I 
Roy. Unl  .  1.~  2.51S  1.333  377  3  2.350  345  415 
1111  l<enra  ,,,..,  Celomble  ZlmUbwe  Esuataur  'urrrie 
TtlaUanclo  Maroc 
CEE  21.828  21.0SS  21.SU  1.177  1.127  ~.142  3.141  2.UC 
Bel.ll.ux.  92  111  u  23  25  7  15  40 
Dlnemallc  11  35  5.  0 
~  4.774  4.312  3.151  .285  141  224  471  318 
Grtee  '7  2  H"  2  3  4 
E8paQM  25  1.727  ·o  70  32  10 
Franco  35  534  1<11  10  15  3<1  118  1.080 
mana.  1  431  5  0  0 
ltalie  11  212  551  50  3ISI  17  2.201  211 
~Bu  15.523  11.423  3.147  5.014  541  231  523  13 
Port up!  1  I  1  4  1  13 
Roy.l/nl  1.385  1.312  10.204  485  32  3.117  280  437 
1114  K•ne  ,.,.  ..  Colombie  ZlrnbUWo  e9uatour  Tur9ulo  Ttlallanclo  Maroc· 
CEE  24.011  'ET...,  11.112  .....  2.740  3.111  3.412  2.111 
Bel.ll.ux.  152  lSI  0  12  3  45  14  15 
o.nom.tk  11  31  0.  3 
Alletna9f\O  4.174  4.103  3.282  271  771  ,13  451  351 
Gr•c:.  0  2  81  0  7  5  6  12 
Ea~no  ....  1.500  41  .27  15 
France  15  632  11<1  18  122  12  111  181 
lrlarlcle  0  3  547  11  8  0 
Hallo  23  145  512  41  711  2  2.1U  303 
PtyS-811  11.107  11.771  2.521  5.125  180  111  424  172 
Porulgal  .  4  2  .  .  2  5 
Roy. Unl  2.048  2.313  10.314  514  11  3.201  241  351 
1115  t<one  JIIHI  Colomlllo  Zllllllallwo  &9uateur  T==:sulo  Th•llanclo  Maroc 
CEE  21.171  21.1.  20.773  1.710  uu  3.311  3.220  2.Ht 
Bel.ll.Uit  49  2SO  55  14  1  13  8 
Danomatlc  13  3  21  0  3  0  3 
Alemagno  4.151  4.087  3.128  737  112  111  4100  402 
Gr•ce  s  •  81  31  1  11  s 
Ea~  5  38  1.484  0  1<11  21  12 
Franco  83  6ft  188  52  151  136  8641 
lrllndo  3  551  10  13  0 
ltUe  35  155  <C22  57  1.151  14  2.038  41112 
Pays-an  17.258  17.&41  2.553  7.174  1.710  185  314  180 
AUII'k:ho  1  23  229  10  1  2  5 
Poltug.t  I  3  3  0  s 
FlrAndo  41  42  212  2  25  4  27  22 
Sllfde  154  117  190  15  27  41  47  29 
Roy. Uni  2.891  2.017  10.123  6<11  171  2.184  208  8413 
Source: Eurntat-Comeat: DO OCIA-2 
/1.·( vwr.a·  c:\data\123\Chapltre Ol_lmport 
-----------~----- ..  --··········· 
Fteurs at boutOftS de ftellfS, coup6s, pciUf bouquets ou pour .,.._..,  trals, s6ch6s, lllaMhh. ......... etc. 
NC Code Ma  • eniCU 
Importations en provenance des pays tier• ven Ia CEE et  1es pays membre• 
1111  Ken=  ,.,...  c.lomltle  ZJrnll.llwe  Es ......  ,  ......  Thallarlde  Maroc 
en  ~7.7  ..  14.141  11.oze  1~117  Ua4  ·1.711  21.701  10.111 
Bel.llulc.  148  101  1011  180  3  131  '15~ 
o.rwrn.nc  3  154  328  1  15  2~ 
Alernlgne  13.838  18.181  18.802  43  1.474  1.514  3.~2  1.271 
GNce  18  85  572  14  20  24  25~ 
Eap.gne  17  1118  7.UII  171  23~  20 
F,_  348  1.910  2.820  23  245  88  787  7.355 
trtande  2.118  1 
ltUe  . 81  1.2~  818  75  178  10  18.370  ses 
~  20.574  55.443  8.42&  10.H1  1.102  684  2.523  687 
Paltugal  7  11  ..  11 
Rov. Unl  2.780  15.~32  3S.828  1.031  84  7.413  1.858  ~25  .. 
1H2  Kenr=  Israel  Ccilomltle  Zlmltallwe  ss......,  Tlnale  Thallande  Maroc 
CE.  a.4U  H.OU  10.211  22.041  ·U11  I.G4  2S.2a  11.0t2 
Belii..UX.  227  eaa  426  81  324  12  178  334 
IJMernlll(  10  89  278  81  2  7 
AllerMgne  13.129  15.709  18.870  757  2.878  803  3.631  UZ7 
Grtce  ·52  123  981  18  34  1011 
Elplgne  11  228  11.891  304.  283  80 
F,.,_  220  1.521  2.807  1~  ~  124  709  5.8&1  ....  2.035  12  ... 
ltalie  10  1.178  1.364  384  552  73  15.261  855 
PayH5u  28.810  80.871  12.785  18.010  1.887  887  3.31~  777 
Paltugal  9  6  21  38 
Rov. Unl  .  2;7-41  15.153-4  38.787  1.718  15  8.008  1.784  1.211 
1113  K-e  Israel  Colombie  Zimbabwe  esun.ur  Turqule  Thailand•  Maroc 
CEE  11.87-4  1-4.-473  15.050  23.880  10.234  10.-421  22-.100  10.080 
Sei.II..Uit  293  A74  424  150  424  25  159  162 
Oanematlc  131  2111  18  2 
Allernagne  14.0-44  18.5-47  17.032  1.598  3.80-c  486  3.-478.  1.762 
Grke  -92  28  487  ·11  22  38 
Espagne  1114  8.350  0  358  301  ~ 
France  186  1.9114  3.830  53  558  107  804  5.251 
I  !Iande  u  2.A92  30  1  0 
IW!ie  711  1.A78  3.821  358  2.582  100  13.083  1.550 
P¥.S.s  33.328  54.902  15.238  111 .  .401  2.1110  58-4  2.958  2<5 
Portugal  2  1511  5  18  24  101 
Rov. Unl  3.921  8.643  . 43.247  2.323  173  9.138  1.675  - 905 
11U  Kene  Israel  Colombie  Zlmballwe  esuataur  T~ule  ·Thailand•  Maroc  I 
CEE  CS.881  110.341  ~117  '27.717  11,10$  10.C77  20.731  1.153 
Bel.ll..ux.  481  549  ~  517  22  183  134  75 
Oanemark  73  210  1  24 
Allemagne  . 19.208  15.871  . 15.883  1.1579  4.456  A78  3.207  1.430 
Grtce  1  23  329  1  18  12  48  77 
Espagne  316  7.633  2S5  233  78 
France  101  A.OSO  3.861  118  8110  -42  844  4.724 
lrlande  0  33  2.1158  79  '38  4 
·llalie  159  .  981  3.1597  382  5.235  23  12.352  1.3!17 
P¥&s  40.3.C4  74.865  11:3110  22.581  3.711  378  2.304  387 
Portugal  .C1  10  33  .C3 
· Roy. Unl  .  5.598  13.5.C7  42.1.40  2.-458  .  ~  9.525  1.572  938 
1tl5  Kene  lsr ..  l  Colombie  Zimbabwe  E9nteur  T..-~le  Thailand•  Maroc 
CEE  75.,85  110.483  lc.sse  31.012  21.742  1.7C3  20.453  !.752 
Sel.ll..ux.  167  981  286  58  3  124  35 
Oanemattc  104  18  127  1  6  7  22 
Allernagne  18.397  15.245  15.005  A.082  -4.1504  551  2.980  1.339 
Gttce  .co  154  431.  174  8  79  35 
Espagne  ·24  260  7.803  0  8011  212  75 
France  302  3.898  ~.3115  281  1.325  1.144  <1.264 
lrlande  35  2.724  ~  70  2 
ltalie  212  837  3.124  A03  7.12~  57  12.420  1.581 
P¥&s  46.524  72.876  11.332  27.789  6.389  388  1.618  .,9 
AUirlche  15  247  1.28&  68  2  22  42 
Portugal  -48  19  16  13  49 
Flnlande  405  583  1.590  5  150  27  214  118 
Su6de  1.471  2.095  6.987  106  18&  183  380  123 
RQV.  Uni  8.025  13.307  40.175  3.007  772  8.538  1.280  1.626 
Source: Eurostat • Comut: OG OCIA-2 ~ 





sources: TARIC/NC (septembre 96) 
JO L 328/95 
avec les changements des JO  L 161/96 
ACCORDEES 
AUX·PAYS T.IERS 
CHAPITRE NC  06 
""""  (..( t..  J 
03112118 
DGVI-E-3 ' 
NC  0601.10  0601.20  0602.10  0602.20  0602.30  0602.40  - 10  30  90  10  90  10  10  10.10  10-eo  10"10  10"10 
BULBES  PLANTES VIVANTES  - 06slgnation  en repos  en fteurs  Boutures  Arb  res  Rhododendron  Roslers non  _greff6s  Roslers areff6s 
....  Orchid~es  vigne  autres  vigne  autres  ou 
chicor6e  Jacinthes.  autres  Azal6es  boutons  autres  boutons  autres 
Tulipes 
Narclsses  . 
Taux normal  7  1,3  13,2  8,8  ·o  8,7  2  11,4  11,4  11,4  11,4  11,4  11,4 
Andorra  0  0  0  0  .  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Europe de I'Est 
Rep. tchl\que  5,2  5,2 
Slovaqule  5,2  .  5,2 
Hon_grie  5,2  5,2 
Pologne  5,2  5,2 
Bulgarle  5,2  5,2 
Roumanle 
Lettonle  4,4  7,2  8,2  8,2  8,2  6 
Estonia  4,4  3,3  7,2  5,7  5,7  5,7 
Utuanle  4,4  . 
SPO 
Am6rlque Centrale •  0  0  0  .  0  0  0  0  0 
Am6rlque du Sud ••  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Afrique du Sud 
Pays molns d6velopp6  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
autres pays SPG  6  8  8 
Lom6/TOM 
ACP  0  0  0  0  0  .  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
TOM  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Medlterran6e 
Israel  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Chypre 
Malta  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Turguie  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Maroc  0  0 
Tunisia  4,5  4,5 
Jordanie  0 
__ L_  __ ---
Les chiflres sonlexpri!Ms en powc:entage de 18 valeur. li  of.l I n'y a pas de chlffre  lelll1111 nonMieslepplc_,. 




II 'I  II! i  -
s gna  on  I ..  .HI il  W  ~'~  ~ i  I 
o1anc ue  aUlres 
....  Champignons  plantas de  plantas  boutures  autres  autres plantas  autres plantas  plantes d'lnterieur 
II!Jgumes et  de plein air  racin6es et  de plein air  de pleln air  Yuccas  autres 
fralsiers  (Arb res  jeunes  (plantas  non plant6s 
forestiers)  plants  vivaces) 
Taux normal  11,4  11,4  11,4  10,8  11,4  11,4  11,4  10,8  10,8 
,Andorra  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
r  Europe de I'  Est 
ReD. tchl!laue•  0 
Slovaqule 
Hon!ufe•  10,4  11  . 9,9  10,4  11  10,4  8,8  11,9 
Pologne•  8  8 
Bulgaria  10,4  9,9  10,4  10,4  11,9. 
Roumanie  10,4 
Lettonie  ' 
Estonie  5,7  7,2  5,7  5,4  5,7  5,7  5,7  5,4  5,4 
Utuanle 
spo•• 
tm6rique centrale et 
~  .  ,16rique du Sud  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
H l1ique du Sud  12  12  12  12 
I  I  12 
-p: .. ,s mains d6velopp  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
au res Pavs SPG  12  12  12  12  8  12  - I.  n6/TOM  .. 
)II  ,p  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
l'j 1M  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  .  0  0 
•• I 
1111  dlterran6e 
r-
I i  1el  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
t:  rore 
Mate  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
lr1  t~uie  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
M  'OC  ' 
T1  isie 
J •  Janie 
-~ 
les chilfres sonl exprim6s en pourcenlage de Ia valeur. li  oil I n'y a pas de chilfre le laux normal est applicable 
••Dans le cas d'un taux normallnf6rieur, au taux pr6f6renliel,letaux nonnal est d'appllcalion.  • Voir Annex I 
II  II 




10,8  10,8  10,8 
0•  0  0 
0 
8,9  8,8  11,11 
8  8  8 
8,9  8,1 
8,9  5,4  5,4 
I 
0  0  0 
12  8  12 
0  0  0 
12  a  12 
0  0  ·o 
0  0  0 
0  0  0 
I 
0  0  0 





Page 2 NC  0803.10  0103.10 00 
11  13  15  21,25  29.10  29"90  ·51,53  55  81,85,89 
06slgnatlon  FLEURS COUPEES 
1.6.-31.10  1.11.-31.5.  -
....  Roses  Oeillets  Orchid6es  GlaTeuls et  Anthuriums  autres  Roses et  .·Orchld6es  Glaleuls  autres fteurs 
I 
Chrysanth6mes  Oelllets  · Chrysantl)6mes 
el autres 
Tauxnormal  20  20  20  20  20  20  14,2  14,2  14,2  18,7 
Andorra  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0·  0  .  0 
Europe da t'Eat 
Rep. tch6que•  I  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  o·  5,1 
Slovaqule  s,1  · 
Hongrte  I  5,1 
Pologne  5,1 
Bulaarte•  4  2,8  2,1  51 
Roumanle·  5,1 
Lettonie 
Estonia  • 
.. 
l.l!_uanle  •' 
::P  SPO  • 
'  Am6rtque Centrale et 
)J 
.c  Am6rique du Sud  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Afrique du Sud 
Pays moins d6vetopp  0  0  0  0  0  0  o.  0  0  0 
autres pays SPG  15  15  . 7. 
Lom61TOM 
ACP  0  0  0  0  0  ·0  0  0  0 
TOM  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Madltenan6e 
Israel*  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Clsjord  .•  Bde Gaza•  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Chypre•  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Malta  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  7 
Turquie  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Maroc*  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  ' 
Tunisle*  ' 
Jordanle •  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
-
La  c:hlhS ~  aprtmts WI poun:WIIIige dela Wlllur, 1111 otll rt'y • ,_de ....................... •PII•IIII. 
"VolrAIIMXI  Pllge3 I I  II  14  ••  ~  I'  I I I  ~ :.•  I I 
Ill 'II  ~I';H  90''901- . --. 21,29r=m  41,41,  to~,,--, m  ·10 
)6slgnatlon  fii:UilLAGI:5,  ~MEAUX  ET  AUTRES  PARTIES  DE  PLANTES 
.. 
autres, par example 
:"  frais  slmplement  autres  Arbres de Noel  Rarneaux  . 
sech6es  et autres  deconiMres  autres  slmplemMt  autres ·  . 
.  et autres  .lechhs 
raux normal  1,3  1,3  1,3  7,5  7,5  2  "2.7  15· 
U\dorra  0  0  0  0  0  o·  0 
:urope de I'Eat 
~ep. tch6que  5,1  5,2  5,2  1.4  . 
llavaqule  5,1  5,2  52  ..  1.4 
iongrte  5,1  5.2  5,2  1.4  1.3 
:aCJIOane  1,1  5,2  5,2  1.4  1.3  12,3 
lulgarte  s.1  2  s.2  1.2  1.4  1,3 
toumanle  5,2  1,2  .  0,5  12,3 
.eetonle 
:.atonia  3,7  1  0  0 
Jtuanl•  ~ 
lPG 
w•rlque Centrale et 
w•rtque du Sud  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
I 
~ 
~queduSud  2  2  14 
»ttys molns d6Yelopp6s  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
1utreapaysSPG  7  2  7  7  7  2  14 
..om61TOM 
~p  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
rou  0  0  0  0  0  0  .o 
. 
•edlternn6e 
arael  0  0  0  0  0 
::hy@_re  ....  3,3  3,3  3,3  3  3  0,1  1  I 
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Pays,  P6rlode  NC  Tonnage  P6rlode  NC 
fixe  variable  Autres neurs 
Israel-)  01.01.1997- 31.12.1997  060310  19.500,0  01.11.1996- 15~4.1997  0603 1  0 29+69 
01.01.1997-31.12.1997  0603 90  100,0 
Maroc-)  ,  01.11.1996-31.10.1997  060310  336,5  2.063,5 ...  15.10.1996-14.05.1997  0603 1  0 29+69 
01.11.1997-31.10.1998  060310  336,5  2.263,5**'*  15.10.1997-14.05.1998  0603 1  0 29+69 
l  01.11.1998-31.10.1999  0603 10  336,5  2.683,5 ...  15.10.1998- 14.05.1999  0603 1  0 29+69 
et periodes sulvantes  et p6riodes suivantes 
15.10. -14.05.- 060310 51+61+65 
15.10.- 31.05 ....  060310 53 
Jordanie-)  01.11.1996- 31.10.1997  060310  58,0  • 
Chypre•)  01.11.1996- 31.10.1997  060310  75,0 
Cisjordanie  01.01.1997-31.12.1997  060310  1.500,0 
Bande Gaza 
~unisie  !debut avril =  060310  750,0 
pas encore en vigeur 
Bulgarie  01.01.1997-31.12.1997  0603 10 13+51+53+55  170,0 
Hongrie  01.01.1997-31.12.1997  0602 90 30-99  620,0 
Pologne  01.01.1997-31.12.1997  0602 90 70+91+99  130,0 
Rep.tcheque ~1.01.1997- 31.12.1997  0602 90 41  140,0 
~1.01.1997- 31.12.1997  0602 90 91  150,0 
i01.01.1997- 31.12.1997  060310  130,0 
-)  La suspension du droit de douane pref6rentiel est prevue si les condHions, reprises par le reglement (CEE) 4088/87 
(JO L 328187), modifie par le reglement (CE) 539/96 (JO L 79/96) n•ont pas ete respectees. 
-
Tonnage  Total 
'nxe 
5.000,0  24.500,0 
100,0 
1.700,0  4.100,0 . 
1.900,0  4.600,0 










130,0 ANNEX xrv· 
.... 
Ust. of producu referred to ill Article  Zl (  4) (')  ··~ 
Impon.s into  the.;,;  Czech Republic ql the followinc  producu oricinacinc in  the Community shall be  subjc~ 
to  the conceniobs sec out beloW  . 
Year  I  Yeu2  Year 3  Year 4 
CN code  Descriplion  Quanticr  Duty  Quantity  Dul)'  Quanlity  Dul)'  Quamicy 
(IOMU)  ¥.  (IOMU)  ¥.  (IOIIACI)  ~  (IOIUICI) 
020319 ss.  Meat .of swine  unlimited  27  unlimited  24  unlimited  21  unlimited 
020329 ss  unlimited  27  unlimited  24  unlimited  Zl  unlimited 
Milk powder  _(')  - ex  0402 
0403 10 02  Yoghun.s  unlimited  J  unlimited  5  unlimited  s  unlimited 




0403 10 06  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
040) 10 12  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
0403 10 14  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
040) 10 16  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
0403 10 22  unlimited  J  unlimited  5  unJim.ited  5  unlimited 
0403 10 24  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
0403 10 26  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimiccd  5  unlimited 
O.fOJ  10 32  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
0403 10 )4  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited  s  unlimited 
0403 10 36  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
0403 90 ll  unlimited  15  unlimited  15  unlimited  15  uDlimited 
04039013  unlimited  15  unlimited  IS·  unlimited  lS  unlimited 
040390 19  unlimited  lS  unlimited  15  unlimited  15  unlimited 
0403 90 31  unlimited  15  unlimi1ed  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited 
0-403 90 ))  unlimited  15  unlimited  15  unlimited  15  unlimited 
040) 90 )9  unlimited  15  unlimited  15  unlimited  15  unlimited 
040390 SJo  unlimited  IS  unlimited  15  unlimited  15  unliDaited 
0403 90 5)  unlimited  IS  unlimited  15  unlimited  15  unlimited 
0403 90 59  unlimited  IS  untimited  IS  unlimited  15  unlimited 
0403 90 61  unlimited  15  unlimited  15  unlimited  J5  unlimited 
040390 63  unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited  15  unlimited 
040390 69  unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited  15  unlimited 
0405 00  Butur  200  JO  230  26  260  22.5  290 
- YeuJ 
Dul)'  QvanU., 
¥.  (IOIIACI) 
11  unlimited 
II  unlimited 
J  unlimited 
s  unlimited 
s  unlimited 
5  •  linlimiud 
5  unlimited 
5  unlimited 
5 .  unlimited 
5  unlimited 
5  unlimited 
5  unlimited 
5  unlimited 
5  unlimited 
lS  ll.lllimited 
15  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
15  unlimited 
15  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
15  unlimited 
15  unlimited 
15  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
15  unlimited 
\ 
11,1  320 
Duty 
"' 
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CN code  .... 
040610 
0406 20 
0406 30 39 
04064000 
0406 90 23 




0406 90 73 
IH06 90 75 
0406 90 77 
040690 II 
0406 9015 
ex  0406 9019 
040111 
04019l 




0602 91  00 
0603 10 II 
0603 10  13 
0603 10 21 
0603 10 25 
060.1  10 29 
0101 to oo 
070190 




0704 90 90 
0105 II 10 
07019000 
0709 20 00 
Descrip&ion 
Freah  cheese 




Feta, of sheepmilk 
Peta,  other 
Kefalo-Tyri 






Brie,  Camembert 
Birds'  CIJ yollu, dried 
Birds'  cczs, dried 
Guu, budders etc. 
Trees, shrubs and bushes 








Seed  potatoes 
Potatoes, other 
fresh  tomatoes 
CauliOowcrs  and  headed 
broc:coli (') 




Cabbace  leuucc 
LecuminouJ  vesetables 
Asparacus 
---- --
''~IW  AI"'  .... ,_ 
.., 
ity  [  .., 
i'1  ...  ~ 
[I  )  ·- (i.OUa) 
9 
9 




500  9  575 
9 
9 




unlimited  17  unlimited 
unlimited  17  unlimited 
unlimited  0  unlimited 
ualimited  2  unlimited 
unlimited  2  unlimited 
unlimited  2  unlimited 
unlimited  2  unlimited 
unlimited  17  unlimited 
unlimited  17  unlimited 
unlimited  17  unlimited 
unlimited  17  unlimited 
unlimited  17  unlimited 
unlimited  2  unlimited 
(") 
(") 
unlimited  IJ,S  unlimited 
unlimited  U,5  unlimited 
unlimi&ed  12,6  unlimited 
un1!4fiud  12,6  unlimited 
unliaftlted  12,6  unlimited 
unlimited  6  unlimited 

















17  unlimited  17  unlimited 
17  unlimited  17  unlimited 
0  uDiimited  0  unlimited 
2  unlimited  2  unlimited 
2  unlimited  2  ulllimited 
2  unlimited  2  unlimited 
2  unlimited·  2  unlimited' 
17  unlimited  17  uoliaaitcd 
17  unlimited  17  unlimited 
17  unlimited  17  unlimi.Cd 
17  unlimi1ed  17  unlimited 
17  unlimited  17  unlimited 
2  Uftlimited  2  unlimited 
12  unlimited  10,5  unlimited 
12  unlimited  10,5  unlimited 
11,2  unlimited  9,1  unlimited 
11,2  unlimited  9,1  unlimited 
11,2  unlimited  9,1  unlimited 
6  unlimited  6  unlimited 
.......  ·-
















'  6 
17  uolimited 
17  unlimited 
0  IIDiimitcd 
2  wilimited 
2  unlimited 
2  unlimited 
2  unlimited 
17  unlimited 
17  unlimited 
17  unlimited 
17  ·unlimited 
17  ualimiud 
2  unlimited 
9  unlimited 
9  ualim.ited 
1,4  unlimited 
1,4  ualimited 
1,4  unlimited 
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ANNEX£ XIII 
Lilt.- pro4uiu W&l ruticle 21  panaraplac 4. 
les ~~  e~~  cia  produiu  suivanu,  oriainaircs  de  Ia  Communau~.· beMficient  des 
COilCICIIIOftl  IUIYaftlel.  · 
AnMe  I  Alulft 2  AaD6c  l  Aaok 4  A.uec s 
Code NC  Quanti&~  Taacla  Taux dct  Tauxda  T-dct  Tau: des  c->  dnlia  dtoiu  diOiu  droiu  droiu 
(¥1)  (¥1)  (¥.)  (~)  .  (~) 
.  (I)  (2)  (l)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7) 
01011100  illimitft  2,7  2,6  2,4.  2,3  2,3 
01011000  illimi•  2,7  2,6  1,4  2,3  2,3 
01019031  illiaai~c  22,5  21,3  20,0  11.8  18,8 
01031000  iUiaai~c  2,7  2.6  2,4  2,3  2,3 
01041010  iUimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  11,8 
01041010  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  18,8  11,8 
01109090  iUimi*  21,5  11,3  10,0  11,1  11,1 
04021019  1500  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,0  15,0 
04021111  22,5  21,3  20,0  .11,8  11,8 
04022119  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  11,8 
0402 2191  22,5  21,3  20,0  18,8  11,8 
04031002  illimi~c  22,5  21,3  .10,0  18,8  11,8 
04031004  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  2:3,0  11,8  11,8 
0403 1006  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  2::1,0  18,8  11,8 
04031012  illimi~c  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  18,8 
040310 (4  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  2::1,0  11,8  IIJ,I 
0403 1016  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  11,8 
040310 22  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  11,8 
040310 24  illimi~  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  11,8 
040310 26  iUimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  18,8 
040310 32  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  2:l,O  11,8  11,8 
0403 10 34  iUinai~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  18,8 
'0403 10 36  - -
illimi~c  22,5  21,3  20,0  18,8  11,8 
0403 9011  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  2:3,0  11,8  11,8 
0403 9013  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  ~- 18,8 
0403 90 19  ·'  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8·  11,8 
0403 90 31  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  11,8 
0403 90 33·  illimiue  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  11,8 
04039039  illimiue  22,5  21,3  20,0  18,8  18,8 
0403 90 51  illimiue  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  11,8 
0403 9053  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  18,8 
0403 90 59  iJlimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  18,8 
0403 90 61  illimiue  22,5  .  21,3  20,0  18,8  18,8 
04039063  illimiue  22,5  21,3  2::1,0  18,8  18,8 
04039069  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  2::1,0  18,1  11,1 
04041011  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  18,8 
0405 0010  1500  22,5  21,3  20,0  18,8  18,8 
0405 00 90  22,5  21,3  20,0  11,8  18,8 
04061010  1000  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,0  IS,O 
040610 90  18,0  17,0  16,0  15,0  IS,O 
0406 2010  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,0  15,0 
0406 2090  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,0  15,0 
0406 30 39  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,0  15,0 
0406 30 90  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,0  15,0 
0406 90 t3  18,0  17,0  16,0  15,0  15,0 
040690 IS  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,0  15,0 
04069017  .u,o  17,0  16,0  15,0  15,0 
( NO L357/62  Journal officicl des  Communau~s  curo~cnncs  31.  12.9-4 
(I)  (2)  (3)  .. ,  (5)  (6)  I  (7) 
040UO 19  11,0  17,0  16,0  °  15,.:.  15,0 
04069023  11,0  17,0  16,0  15.:  15,0 
04069027  11,0  17,0  16,0  IS,:  15,0 
04069029  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
0406 90 31  du  1• scpccmbre au 30 avril  11,0  17,0  16,0  IS,:  15,0 
0406 90 33  du 1• sepcembre au 30 aYril  11,0  11,0  16,0  15,:.  15,0 
040690 35  11,0  17,0  16,0  IS,:  15,0 
04069037  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
04069039  11,0  17,0  16.0  IS,:  15,0 
040690 50  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
04069061  11,0·  17,0  16,0  IS,:  IS,O 
04069063  11,0  17,0  16.0  IS,:  - 15,0 
04069069  11,0  17,0  16,0  IS,:  15,0 
04069071  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
04069013  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
040690 75  11,0  17,0  16,0  IS,:  15,0 
04069077  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
04069079  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
04069011  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
04069013  11,0  17,0  16,0.  IS,:  15,0 
04069015  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
040690.,  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
04069091  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
04069093  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
04069097  11,0  17,0  16,0  .15,:  15,C 
04069099  18,0  ·17,0  16,0.  IS,:  15,C · 
060110 10  illimiue  22,5  21,3  20,0  IU  11,8 
0601 to 20  illimic!c  22,5  21.3  20,0  18,$  18,S 
0601  tO 30  illimic!c  22,5  11,3  20,0  U,$  II,S 
060t to 40  illimic!c  - 22,5  21,3  20,0  IS.S  18,8 
0601  tO 90  illilnic!c  22,5  21.3  20,0  IS,$  li,S 
0602 tO tO  illimic!c  18,0  17.0  16,0  1~.:  15,C 
0602 to 90  illimic!c  11,0  17,0  16,0  15,:  15,0 
060230 10  illimic!c  18,0  17,0  .16,0  15,:  15,0 
06023090- illimicte  18,0  17,0  16,o  15,:  15,0 
0602 91 00  illimiue  11,0  17,0  16,0  JS,j.  15,0 
I  ta:t·  07019051  20000  22,5  21,3  20,0  u.s 
070190 59  22,5  21,3  20,0  u,s  IB,S 
0701 90 90  22,5  21,3  20,0  u.s  li,S 
I 
0709 10 00  iltimiue  22,5  21.3  20,0  I  IS.S  li,S 
0709 2000  illimitte  22,5  21,3  20,0  I  I'~  IU  I  0709 90 39  illimitte  22,5  21,3  20,0  I 
IS.S  lS,S 
I  I 
0710 80 10  illimitte  22,5  21.3  20,0  I 
IS,S  IS,S 
0801  10 10  illimitte  22,5  21,3  20,0  H,8  IB,S 
0101  1090  illimitte  22,5  21,3  20,0  JS.S  li,S 
080120 00  illimic!c  22,5  21,3  20,0  t  ~.s  IS,S 




0802 11  10  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  I 
H,S  IS,S 
0802 11 90  illimitte  22,5  21,3  20,0  i  IS,S  IS.S 
0802 12 10  illimitte  22,5  li,J  20,0  j  IS,!  18,$ 
0802 12 90  illimid:e  22,5  21,J  20,0  I  IU  · IB,S 
0802 21 00  illilni~e  22,5  21,3  2o,o  ·I  IS.S  li,S 
0802 2200  illimic!c  22,5  21,3  20,0  IS,S  18,8 
0802 so 00  illimit~C  22,5  21,J  20,0  1!,8  u.s 
08029000  illimi~e  22,5  21,J  20,0  15,8  18,8 
0802 90 30  illimi~c  22,5  21,J  20,0  15,8  18,8 
0802 9090 (  illimi~e  22,5  21,3  20,0  U,l  IS,S 
I )U  t... &>Ae..t-£ -No~ 
/INNhX X/r  .. 
:-
Reduced  duties  applied  b~· Huna;ary  up  to  the  limits  indicated  to  products  orlsinatinc in  the  Community  -
~ 
"  "  .... 
Year!  Year 2  Year)  Year 4  YearS 
HS  eode  Descrirlion  Quantity  Duty  Quantity  Duty  Quantity  Du~y  Quantity  •  Duty  Quantity  Duly 
(t)  ('It)  (t)  ('II)  (t)  ('It)  (t)  ('A)  (t)  ('It) 
t""•  bloddm '"' nom"h' of  ,.;.,.,,  . I 800  I 890  1980  2 070  2 160 
other  th:~n fish)  . 
OS04 00 010  4  )  2.  2  2 
-oso4 oo 029  8  6  4  4  4 
. OS04 00 038 
.·1"'"''  4  3  2  2  z 
0504 00 047  8  6  4  4  4  s 
"0504 00 056  8  6  4  4  4  c 
. 0504 00 065  4  3  2  2  2  ~ 
. 0504 00 074  4  3  2  2  2  '- .............  c 
'0504 00 013  7  6  5  5  c: 
0504 oo on,_.  8  6.  4  4  IC 
N  . 0504 00 108 
I  I  I  I  1 
050~ 00 995  8  ·6  4  4  s 
~  ---- --...__ 
1'1  c 
Live  uees llnd  other pl1.nu  unlimited  unlimited  unlimited  unlimited  unlimited  a 
"'C  0601  10 008  13,5  12  10,5  10,5  10,5  '•  n  - "'  0601  20 018  8  6  4  4  4  = 
0602 20 017  II  10  9  9  9  ( 
0602 20 992  4  3  2  2  2  ~  0602 30 009  4  3  2  2  2 
0602 40 000  4  3  2  2  2  ~  0602 91  001  4  J  2  '2  .2  ii  0602 99 002  2  I  I  l  I  '::JJ  . 
.. 
0701  10 001  ~ecd pc;ll:llOeS  7 500  J  7 875  2,6  8 250  2,3  I  625  2,3  9 000  _2,3  'I  \ 
\ 
ex  0706 90 004  Celery  }  400  10  420  9  440  8  460  8  480  I  v  C:ll  0709 40 006  Cclcri:u:  ·- 10  9  R  8  II 
i  .  .  '  . 
I  ex  0707 00 004  Cucumbc·rs,  I October to J I  M:trch  1~0  II  I 050  10  I 100  9  I ISO  9  I 200  9  v  : 
ex  0109 S  I 000  Mushrooms,  fresh  or chilled  ~0  18  53  16  ss  14  51  14  60  . 14  ../ 
i .... 
CN  code 
020),19 55  Meat of swine 
0203 29  5.5 
Cl 0402  Milk powder 
040310 01  Yoshuns 
040310 04 
0403 10 06 
040) 10  12 
c 
0403 10 H 
0403 10 16 
....  0403 10 22 
0403 10 24 
0403 10 26 
0403 10 32 
0403 10 34 
~ 
0403 10 36 
040) 90 II 




040) 90 39 
040390 51 
040) 90 53 
0403 90 59 
0403 90 61 
0403 90 63 
040)90 69 
040S 00  Buller 
ANNEX XIV 
List of products relel'ftd  t~ in Article 11  {4) (') 
lmporu inttovak Republic of the  following  producu originating in  the  Community shall be  subjea to 
the  concessio  set out below 
Year  I  Year l  Year 3  Year-.4 
Description  Quantity  Duty  Quantity  Duty  Quandcy  .Duty·  Quandty 
(to!UW)  ..,..  (toaDeJ)  "' 
(IOIUiel)  "' 
(IOIIDCI) 
unlimited  27  .  unlimited  24  unlimited  21  unlimited 
unlimited  27  unlimited  24  unlimited  21  unlimited 
(') 
unlimited  S.  unlimited  s  unlimited  s  unlimiccd 
unlimited  s  unlimited  s  unlimited  s  unlimited 
unlimited  s  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
unlimited  s  unlimited  s  unlimited  s  unlimited 
unlimited  5  unlimited  s  unlimited  5  unlimited 
unlimited  s  unlimited  s  unlimited  s  unlimited 
unlimited  s  unlimited  s  unlimited  5  unlimited 
unlimited  s  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
unlimited  s  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
unlimited  s  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
unlimited  s  unlimited  s  unlimited  5  unlimited 
unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited  5  unlimited 
unlimited  IS  unlitnitcd  IS  unlimited  15  unlimited  ·. 
unlimited  15  unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited 
unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited 
unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited 
unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited 
unlimited  15  unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited 
unlimited  IS  unlimited  lS  unlimited  15  unlimited 
unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited 
unlimited  15  unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited 
unlimitrcl  IS  unlimitrcl  IS  unlimited  15  unlimited 
unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited  15  unlimited 
unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited  IS  unlimited 
---- - ····---·-·"'··  ~-·  -·- ------------ --- _  ....... - .......  -· 
'-· 
100  30  liS  26  130  21,5  145 
-------- ----
YearS 
.Ducy  Quanticy 
~  (t.OIIACI) 
II  unlimited 
11  unlimited 
5  unlimited 
s  unlimited 
s  unlimited 
s  unlimited  ' 
5  unlimited 
5  unlimited 
5  unlimited 
s  unlimited 
5  unlimited 
s  unlimited 
s  unlimited 
s  unlimited 
15  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
15  unlimited 
15  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
15  unlimited 
IS  unlimited 
-··- ·-·-·· 
18,1  160 
Duty 
~ 













































3  c 
~-
ii'  ... 
z 



















0406 30 39 
04064000 
0406 90 23 
0406 90 31 
040690 33 
0406 90 35 
0406 90 63 
04069073 
0406 90 75 
0406 90 77 
0406 90 II 
0406 90 IS 
ex  0406 90 89 
040111 
040191 
0504 00 00 




0603 10  11 
0603 10 13 
060310 21 
0603 10 25 
060310 29 
0701  10 00 
0701  90 
ex  0702 00 
0704  10 10 
0704 10 90 
07049010 
0704 90 90 
0705  11  10 
070190 00 
0709 20 00 
~  .. 
Year  I 
DCJCription  Quanticy  Ducy 
(IOMCS)  ft\ 
fresh cheese  9 
Graced  or powdered  cheese  9 
l,ruc:e11ed  chcrlr  9 
Blue-veined  cheese  ? 
Edam·  9 
feu., of shccpmilk  9 
feu., other  .  9 
Kefalo-Tyrl  500  9 
Fiore Sardo, Pecorino  . 
9 
Provolone  9 
Asiaso, eu:.  9 
Danbo, etc.  9 
Canu.l, etc.  9 
Kefalograviera kuseri  9 
Brie, Camembert  9 
Birds' ecs yolks,  dried  unlimited  17 
Birds' egss,  dried  unlimited  17  . 
Guu, bladders etc.  unlimited  0 
Trees, lluubs and  bushes  unlimited  2 
Rhododendrons and  azaleas  • unlimited  2 
Roses  unlimited  2 
Mushroom spawn  .  unlimited  2 
Roses  unlimited  17 
Carnations  unlimited  17 
Gladioli  unlimited  17 
Chrysanthemums.  unlimited  17 
Other  unlimited  17 
Seed  pou.tocs  unlimited  2 
Potatoes, other  (') 
fresh  tomatoes  (') 
Cauliflowers  and  headed  unlimited  13,5 
broccoli(') 
White  cabbages  and  red  cabbages ('}  unlimited  13,5 
Other  unlimited  12,6 
Cabba~:e leuuce  unlinii,t~d  12,6 
u~:uminous ve~;etables  .  unlimited  11,6 
Asparasus  unlimited  6 
~.-.'i.~~.-.~~-.;-.;..:..:•  •...• 
Year 2  Y~J  Ycu4 
Quanticy  Ducy  Quutity  Duty  Quaadcy 
(UM\ncs)  ft\  (tondCI)  ft\  (IGGMI) 
I  7 
I  7 
I  7 
I  7 
I  7 
I  7 
I  7 
575  I  650  7  725 
I  7 
I  7 
I  7 
I·  7 
I  7 
I  7 
I  7 
unlimited  17  unlimited  17  unlimited 
unlimited  17  unlimited  17  unlimital 
unlimited  0  unlimitcd  0  unlimited 
unlimited  2  unlimited  2  unlimited 
unlimited  2  unlimited  2  unlimited 
unlimited  2  unlimited  2  unlimited 
unlimited  2  unlimited  2  unlimited 
unlimited  17  unlimited  17  unlimited 
unlimited  17  unlimited  17  unlimited 
unlimited  17  ·un~ted  17  unlimited 
unlimited  17  unlimited  17  unlimited 
unlimited  17  unlimitcd  17  unlimited 
unlimited  2  unlimited  2  unlimited 
unlimited  12  unlimited  10,5  unlimited-
unlimited  12  unlimited  10,5  unlimited 
unlimited  11,2  unlimited  9,1  unlimited 
unlimited  11,2  unlimited  9,1  unlimited 
unlimited  11,2  unlimited  9,1  unlimited 
unlimited  6  unlimited  6  unlimited 
. ..  ·  .  ..:,;.  -~ ..  ·.  .  ..... 
Year 5 








6  100 







17  unlimited 
17  unlimited 
0  unlimited 
2  unlimited 
2  unlimited 
2  unlimited 
2  unlimited 
17  unlimited 
17  unlimiccd 
17  unlimited 
17  unlimited 
17  unlimited 
2  unlimited 
9  unlimited 
9  unlimited 
1,4  unlimited 
··~ 
. unlimited  ....  unlimited 
6  unlimited 









































~  e:  -
0  c: 
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:- - !"" 
.0  ... 
r H.  1.:.  "4  ()f(id:tl .Jnurn:ll  n( th~· EurnJ"k.':lll  Cnmmunili~·s 
-
~IFX .J111r 
......  ~  .!01111 
lloltl9 00 00 
tWIOOOOO 
,,ccwOOOO 
Birds' cua.  nor  in  sht!ll  :anJ qg yolks,  frnh, drh.-d, 
.:nok.:d  by  stcaminJl ur hy  boilina in  Wlllft', moldnl, 
irozen  or  otherwise  prftnvcd,  whether  or  nor 
.:onrainins added supr or other  ~WteCC~~ina mancn  20 % 
:oi:arural  honey  20 % 
Edible  products  of  animal  oriain,  nor  elsewhere 
specified or included  1 % 
Guts., 'bladden and  srom~ehs of animals· (other than 
fish), whole and pieces thereof  1 % 




tl\.11  99 
,.,.,, 
llf.lll  10 




II/,OJ 10 20 
II/,OJ 1013 
dead  animals  of Chapter  1  or  3  unfit  for  human 
·consumption 
- Bovine semen 
-OCher 
- - Products  of  fiih  or  cruracans,  molluiCI  or 
other  aquatic  inverrebrares;  dead  animals  of 
Chapter 3 
- - - Fish  wasre · 
- - Other 
Bulbs,  tubers,  ruberous  rooa,  corms.  crowns  and 
rhizomes,  dormant, in  srowth or in  flower';  chicory 




Ko 1212  20% 
- Bulbs,  ruben. tuberous  rOQts,  corms, crowns and 
rhizomes, dormant 
- - Tulips  20 ,..o 
Other live  plants (incluclins their roots), cutrins and 
slips; mushroom spawn  20% 
Cur  flowers  and  flower  buds of a  kind  suitable  for 
bouquets  or  for  ornamental  purposes,  fresh,  dried, 
d)·ed, bleached, imprqnated or otherwise prepared 
- Fresh 
- - From  1 june to 31  October 
- - - Carnations 






















II(,OJ  10 51  - - - Roses  20%  IS%  5% ("I 
'16031053  ---Carnations  20oto  IS%  S%("1 
IJ60J  10 55  - - - Orchids  20%  IS%  S% ("I 





0 co  ...  -. 
0 , ... 
••  0 
o,s•;, 
o.s•., ,., 
30~  .. 
O,S". 1•1 
o.5". ,., 
o.s~  •.• , 
o.s~. ,., 
06ol9o 00  - Other  20%  ts%  15%  10,;.  1 
--~----~------------------------~L-------~----~------~-------~  ,.  I T  •riff quoca  1ft ouc  ift  Annex  XI. :-.=o  L 374162  Official Juurnal ol rhc European  Cmnmuniti~,;  .H. '11. <J4 
ANNf.X XI 
List of products referred to in Artidc 14 (l) 
Imports  into  Larvia  af  the  following  products  orisinarins  in  the  Cammuniry  shall  ~  suhjccr  ra  thf 
followins tariff quotas 
CNcade  Delcripcion ol proclucu 
0201  Meat of bovine animals, fresh  o~ chilled 
02013000  - Bonelcu 










0603 10 13 
0603 10 Sl 
0603 10 S3 
0603 10 ss 
~603  l06S 
070110 00 
- - - - Hamt and cues thereof 
Edible  offal  of  bovine.  animals,  swine, 
sheep,  soan,  horses,  usa,  mula  or 
hinnics, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Pig  fat  free  of lean  meat and poultry  far 
(not  rendered),  fresh,  chilled,  . frozen, 
salted, in  brine, dried or smoked  ' 
- Yoghurt 
- - - Emmental 
Bulbs,  tubers,  tuberous  roocs, 
crowns and rhizomes, donnanc 
- - Tulips 
Cut flowers  and flower buds: 
- Fresh: 
- - From  1 May to Jl October 
- - - Carnations 
conns, 
- - From  1 November to J 1 May 
-- - Roses 
- - - Carnations 
Orchids 
Chrysanthemums 
- Potatoes, seed 
0702 00 10  - Tomatoes, from 1 November 




























































































600 J.!.  94  OUi,ial Joumal uf rhc:  EurnJX'atl  Cunununitil."ll 
ell 
Whey.  whfthcr  nr  not  .;nn.;cnrr.nftl  nr  "ont.aininJl 
addc.od  sugar nr or'"--r sw«rmintt m;m.:r ... 
8uncr and ocher fall and ails deri\"ed  fmm milk 
Clleetc and curd 
•)  Birds' qp. in  shell, fresh  prewo·ed or cooked: 







10 (•)  Whole qp. dried  SO 
Natural honey  SO 
Edible  producrs  of  animal  orisin,  nor  elsewhere  60 
specified or included 
Cut  flowen  and flower  buds of a  kind  suitable  for 
bouquers  or  for  o~amenral purposes,  fresh,  dried, 
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JO  JO 
60  60 
J8  38 
45  -45 
45  45 
46 
59  59 
-40  40 
JO  30 
30  30 
30  25 
40  40 
20  20 
so  4S 
40  40 
40  40 
30  30 
30  JO 
,,..  t7J 
JO  I  .lO 
60  60 
JS  JS 
-42 
42  42 
44  42 
58  58 
35  JO 
25  2S 
25  .25 
lS  20 
3S  30 
20  ]5. 
40  35 
3S  lS 
3S"  35 
2S  15 
30  25 
.~  ''*' 
.lll  IJ 
60  60. 
3.2  32 
40  40 
-40  40 
42  -40 
ss  ss 
I 
JO  i 30 
\ 
20  1  2o 
20  1  20 
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1000 
Potatoes, fresh  or chilled 
Other 
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ANNE.X  XIII 
List  of products referred to in  .~nicle 1.f  (2) 
lmpons into  Lithuania  of  the  followins  products  orisinating  in  the  Community  shall  ~  subject  to  the 
preferential  treatment  set  out  in  Annex  XII  within  the  limits  of  the  quanritics  indicated  below 
(tariff quota 1 
Dacripcion  i  1HS  199&  1997  1998  1999 
(21 
I  (41  lSI  (6)  (7)  181  ! 
Mear of bovine animals, fresh, chilled, frozen 
I 
800  880  960  1040  1 120 
Meat of swine, fresh, chilled of frozen  I 
400  440  480  520  560 
Meat and ~ible offal, of rhe pouluy of heading No 0105.1  400  440  480  520  560 
fresh, chilled or frozen 
' 
i 
Pig  fat  free  of lean  meat and  poulrry far  (not  rendered), i  200  220  240  260  280 
fresh chilled, frozen, salted, in  brin, dried or smoked 
Milk and cream, concentrated or containing added sugar I  400  440  480  520  560 
or other sweetening matter  1 
Buttermilk, curdled milk  and cream, yoghurt  I 
I 
200  220  240  260  280 
Cheese and curd  I  400  440  480  520  560  .,  I 
Birds eggs,  in  shell, fresh  preserved or cooked:  800  880  960  1040  1 120 
-Of  poultry 
-Other  -
Whole eggs, dried  I  so  55  60  63  70 
Cur  flowers  and  flower  buds  of  a  kind  suitable  for  40  40  40  40  40 
bouquets or for  ornamental purposes,  fresh,  dried, dyed. 
bleached, impregnated or otherwise prepared, kg 
Tomatoes, fresh  or chilled  800  800  8oo·  800  800 
Cucumbers and gherkins, fresh  or chilled  100  100  100  100  100 
Wheat (hard for  food)  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000 
Sausages and similar produces  100  110  120  130  140 
Apple juice  200  220  240  260  280 
.,  ... 
2000  ,,, /  lht.A-Nt> 
'.  , 
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ANNEX XI 
Apb1tunJ psodacu (CN 1·Z4) 
CUROIDI duties  OD  imporu  applic:able  in  Poland ro  proclucu oripaq in cbe  Coaimunicy listed in  cbil 
Aruaa shall be reduced  OD  cbe date of eDtry ini!D force of cbe Apeemeac by  10 perceDcqe poinu. 
.  . 
/ 
010.111 00  04069011  01051010  1202 20,00  20094099 
0102 JO 00  04069083  0805 2030  1209 2i 00  100960 ll 
0102 90 31  040690 85  08051050  12099110  1009 60 19 
010310 00  04069019  08052070  12099190  1009 60 51 
01041010  0406 90 91  0805 2090  1l1190 30  200960 59 
0104 2010  04069093  0805 3010  ... 111190 50  200960 71 
040310 01  04069097  08053090  /  12121099  20096079 
040310 04  04069099  0105 40 00  150910 90  20096090 
04031006  I  06012010 
080610 tl  15099000  200910 34 
0403 10 12  0602 9910  01061015  15151100  200910 39 
0403 10 l.f  080610 19  200910 80 
040310 16  070110 00  . 08061091  1101 00 00  20091013 
040310 22  07091000  08061099  19022010  20091015 
040310 24  0709 60 10  080620 ll  1902 20 30  200910 93 
0403 tO 16  080610 l2  200910 95 
0403 10 32  080i 1010  0806 20 II  20057000  20098099 
0403 10 34  01011090  0106 2091  20059030  2009 90 41 
0403 10 36  010120 00  08062092 
20059050  2009 9049 
040)90 11  0801 3000  200811 99  2009 90 51 
0403 90 13  08021110  08062091  2008 70 61  2009 90 59  0403 90 19  01021190  01071010  20017069  2009 90 71  0403 90 31  010212 90  010710 90  200170 71  200990 73  0403 90 33  0102 21  00  0807 2000  2008 70 79 
20099079  040390 39  0802 22 00  080910 00  2008 70 91 
2009 90 91  0403 90 51  0802 40 00  0809 30 00  200170 99 
2009 90 93  0403 90 53  0802 9010  08109010  200911  11 
0403 90 59  0802 90 JO  08134010  2009 ll 19  200990 99 
0403 90 61  0802 90 90  081340 30  2009 II 91 
0403 90 63  0803 0010  0813 40 so  20091199  2204 10 II/ 
0403 90 69  0803 0090  0813 40 60  200919 11  2204 10 19 
0406 30 39  0804 10 00  0813 40 80  20091919  2204 1090 
0406 4000  2009 19 91  2204 21  10 
04069013  0804 2010  2009 19 99  2204 21  21 
04069015  0804 20 90  1001  10 10  2009 20 I I  2204 2123 
/  0406 90 17  0804 30 00  1001  10 90  2009 20  19  2204 21  25 
0406 90 19  0804 40 10  1006 30 21  2009 20 91  2204 2129 
0406 90 23  0804 40 90  1006 30 23  2009 20 99  2204 21  31 
0406 90 27  0804 so 00  1006 30 25  2009 30 II  2204 21  33 
O<t06 90 31  0805 10 11  1006 30 27  2009 30 19  2204 21  JS 
04069o:n  0805 10 15  1006 30 42  2009 30 31  2204 21 )9 
0406 90 35  0805 10 19 
1006 30 4<t  2009 30 39 
040690 37  0805 10 21  2009 30 51  2204 21  41 
0805 10 25  1006 30 46  2204 21  49  0406 90 39  2009 30 55 
04069050  0805 10 29  1006 JO 41 
2009 30 59  2204 21  51 
040690 61  0105 10 31  1006 30 61 
2009 30 91  2204 21 59 
04069063  0805 10 35  1006 30 63  20093095  22042190 
04069069  0105 10 39  1006 30 65  2009 3099  2204 3010 
0406 90 71  0805 10 41  1006 30 67  2009 40 II  2204 30 91 
040690 73  0805 10 45  1006 30 92  2009 40 19  2204 3099 
040690 75  0805 10 49  1006 30 '"  200940 30 
0+0690 77  0105 10 70  1006.3096  2009 40 91  2301  1000 
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·  .. 
'  200 
. . 300 
--~--~  ._, 
300 
live plants cut11ng1 and lllpa; mu~  •pawn  3000 
lhalloll; garlic, leeks and other alllac. 
or chilled: onions and shalloll 
lhalloll, garlic, IMkl and olhll' aiU.C:. 
or cl'lllled: gar1ic 
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